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date: - '9/20/68

letter 2/29/68 captioned ’’SAMMI” which
&

p

CIA letter dated 2/19/68. The CIA letter

had furnished to the Bureau copies of a 435 page Top Secret 
paper entitled ’’The Examination of the Bona Fides of a KGB 
Defector.” A copy of this paper was also furnished to WFO. X^i

Enclosed are six copies of a paper dated 9/20/68 

prepared by Agents of WFO which compares the contents and 
conclusions of the CIA paper with information obtained duri 
the current (1967-68) interrogations of SAMMY. (An extra cop 

of this letter and of the WFO paper are enclosed for the 
Bureau in the event the Bureau desires to furnish a copy of 

^each to New York.) XM

The WFO paper is classified “Top Secret” because*"! t ’ 
contains excerpts of material from CIA so classified.

‘A L-J
' - ]

g

</>

CD

4^

It is noted that a brief chronology of events is set 
'—-Jforth in the preface to the WFO paper. It is indicated therei 

- that SAMMY is considered by CIA as a part of a large scale KGB 
m REC.18

In addition t^jtnose comments, it is. noted that a 

. paper prepared in December, 1964, by CIA as an agenda for a
proposed CIA-FBI conference, concluded that SAMMY was dispatched 
by KGB in March, 1962, as one part of a broad provocation-effort 

conceived as early as 1959 and set in motion in the latter part 
of 1961. It was stated, ”We believe that the major figures in 
this provocation include at least three defectors, and at one

; time or another more than eight Soviet officials in-place as 
American Intelligence Service (AIS) agents ‘ are support 

' ’ .... j 7 1968 , „ '

AL

50*0-108

Bureau 
WFO '

ETT:arw
(4) ,

iW
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Pay^PSadtngs
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ai
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PREFACE

A, Purpose of Paper

This paper has been prepared to compare the results 

of the 1967-68 interrogations of TORI NOSENKO with a CIA

paper dated February, 1968, entitled "The Examination of

the Bona Tides of a KGB Defector.” This CIA paper was based 

on previous interrogations of NOSENKO and concluded that 

NOSENKO is not a bona fide defector^0

According to the paper, in arriving at this

conclusion the lengthy interrogations of NOFENKO, analysis 

of KGB operations which he related and comparison of hia 

assertions with collateral Information from <ther sources 

were considered.

B. Background

For convenience in assessing these papers, the

following chronology of events is set forth

NOSENKO first made contact with CIA in Geneva in

June, 1962. After several meetings he returned to Russia

and was not again in contact with CIA until his return to

Geneva in January, 1964

GR 
Exc 
do 
de

On

from automaticed

his return to Geneva he indicated

adIng and
ification

1 '

T SE<
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: ' Significant inaccuracies were detected in the CIA
• ■ < r ;

paper regarding the[KEYZERS, MORONEJand ABIDJAN cases. .

Contrary, to statements in the paper s not inter-

viewed about-.homosexual activities before he left Moscow;.
. ; ■. .■ 'V .

MORONEjd1d. have contact with a girl at American House posing

as a West German journalist; the Soviet, maid TATYANA FEDOROVICH 

did ..have access to ABIDJAN*s living quarters within, six months 

after-his arrival in Moscow. ■■ .

COMMENT; A number of previous CIA conclusions 

regarding■this period were based on deficient 

. interrogations of NOSENKO and inadequate. .

-collateral inquiries. These . conclusions have

been Invalidated by current interrogation and 

Collateral inquiries a^d there is no substan

' ’ ■ ' ■ • . ■ , . . - •, • .

tlal basis/for doubting NOSENKO’s basic claims

regarding this period

1962-64 Period IW

It is concluded in the CIA paper that NOSENKO’s

claims of being Chief of. the American-British Commonwealt

Dodd: 32318825 Page 10



" . TOP SE0^T

is alleged that NOSENKO did not Indicate the sources .from 

which he obtained the information regarding the cases.

During current, interrogation NOSENKO provided sources 

or logi cal-, explanation for his knowledge in sixteen of the 

nineteen cases referred to above. He also provided adequate 

clarification regarding three of the other five cases which

were subjects of CIA criticism. In addition a current review

of his notes by NOSENKO provided the translation ”ECTOR’’<

instead of ’’ACTOR0 or ["PROCTOR” (previously dbtained^ as. the

name of;an agent. .Collateral investigation has developed

a logical suspect by this name. ■■(Logical suspects -named -

r m
"ACTOR” or |”PROCTORT"were not previously identified.)

COMMENT; Previous interrogations of NOSENKO in

which information was not obtained regarding 

. the sources for these cases were obviously 

. . inadequate. Current interrogations.have

provided significant clarifying information.^^^J

15
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I• New Cases and New Information

The current interrogations of NOSENKO have developed 

six new cases involving nine people which were previously not 

uncovered during his interrogations. Collateral investigation 

has identified six of these persons and one-((DOMENICO CANALA)^ 

has been interviewed and admitted the allegations. This.case 

is considered significant corroboration of NOSENKO.

Additional significant data was developed on three

cases previously mentioned by NOSENK0. Data.in .one case (the : 

Brussels case) may assist in the identification of a KGB' agent 

who supplied NATO codes.

■ Considerable Interesting, new and confirmatory data * 

was obtained during the current interrogations.. Twelve example^

are cited.

COMMENT The new cases, rfew information and

confirmatory data obtained in the current.inter

rogations and collateral inquiries also, clearly ■
I ■■

establish that the previous interrogations were, 

deficient and collateral inquiries inadequate. 

Failure to acknowledge significance of NOSENKO’s 

personnel identifications and organizational data 

denotes lack of objectivity in CIA paper. fol

NW 50953 Dodd: 32318825 Page 12



appear reluctant in the past. One was his

xtra-marital affair [with a friend of TNGA

KARIAMOVA and the other was his arrest in

1954 when he used a KGB cover document

obtain [treatment for venereal diseaseWas

a result he was removed as Komsomol Secretary

In addition the "Characteristic” which was prepared 

on him in early 1955 was critical o£ him and his 

mother had interceded with FETR FEDOTOV,,; Chief 

of SCD,,who transferred NOSENKO to the 7th .

Department.. This intercession.possibly prevented

his dismissal from KGB

Assignment Against Correspondent^^

iages 76-PO ▼■elate to NOSENKO's assignment to

operations against American correspondents. It was stated

that although NOSENKO could give a breakdown of the network 

of agents used against correspondents in terms of number and

type of agents, he had forgotten their

not provide personality information on

37

true names and could

Docld:32318825 Page 13



secret .

necessary and they were suitable for use in a

case.) NOSENKO had files on both of these agents

which he turned over to PHILLIP VASUYEVICH KISLITSYN

when NOSENKO began work on military attaches. He . : t.
‘ . T / ■ .. ■ r

had no opportunity to use "RAKETA" in 1953. j

"RAKETA" was an agent for some officer of Section II,

MICKELSONL

On page 88 it 

MICKEI.SONISSs involved 

the Sovi et Union which

is stated that{Colonel EARL L, 

in at least two incidents inside 

NOSENKO did not report.

COMMENT During, interrogation of NOSENKO he could

. recall spec! f leal ly the^ arrest - of .{MICKELSON p5

not

t .

stated that there were many "akts” against U. S

7 

*

E

a-

I
t 
V
r

I

7
military attache personnel in which they were

detained and written descriptions of their so-called

violations" were prepared. He indicated that the

attache personnel, of course, in most instances

refused to si an such documents, but nevertheless

41
T
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they were prepared

. SE^T .

RA B. RICHARDS

On pages 89 and 90 the paper indicates.that NOSENKO

correct

Attache

. ' WTO'- ■■
RA B.. RICHARDSpas an Assistant Army

and named his maid MARIYA NEVEROVA as an agent

on him It was stated, however, that NOSENKO referred to I.

LUDMILA GROMAKOVA in connection with another matter as a

KGB agent during 1960-62 but did not relate her to[RICHARDS

or to the 1953-55 period; .. GROMAKOVA gave ssian

language lessons It was also stated that NOSENKO did not

know of VOLODYA who was

have been NOSENKO's agent..

ver and therefore-.should

COMMENT: On December 11, 1967, (N-64), NOSENKO, in

response to a request, furnished a handwritten list r 
■ ; ■ I

.. ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■
of his agents. . For the period 1953-54 he listed as -■ I

T . ' ;
an agent a teacher of the Russian language who was ,

giving lessons to correspondent CLARK. He also listed |

. ..
for the period 1954-55 drivers of the military attach

and his officers, indicated there were five or six and

r----------------
( 
( NW 50953 Docld:32318825 Page 15



. T®P SECRET

furnished the name of one as ”SHNiREy." (NIKOLAY

VASILYEVICH SHNYRYEV). NOSENKO was not specifically

questioned concerning VOLODYA and GROMAKOVA’s connections 

wi thJjTCHARDsl^^

HOWARD 1 . FELCHLI

Pages 90-93 of the paper relate to Assistant Army 

< r- ' ■'
Attache(HOWARD 1. FELCHLIN.F^Tt was indicated that NOSENKO

■■ > : 'I ''i'/

.correctly'ident i f ied [™ CHI InJbut knew nothing of hi s back-

-
ground, did not recall names of agents specifically targeted

against him, did not recall a newspaper article in March,

1954, false his companion, did not

recall any unusual circumstances involving the expulsion of

FFACHLINiand fic KINNEYrin 1954 and when told that the expulsion

took place in that year stated this was hot the correct date.

It. was also indicated NOSENKO did not. recognize the name of

4^m AirFELCHLIN' sjmaid., FEDEROVA.

COMMENT: On April 18, 1968, (N-182)

that he had- a file onpTLCHLLN

, NOSENKO stated 
a«n . .

nd utilized a

chambermaid NEFEDOVA-against him as well as

43
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IP SECRET

drivers for the military attache’s office. He

described the. chambermaid and furnished her code

name as "SHEVEDOVA". When shown.the name FEDEROVA

he Indi cated that thi s was. the name of (FELCHLIN1

maid rather than NEFEDOVA. He also said that her 

first narrie was probably MARIYA but "recognized DORA

as the first name when it was mentioned to him* He 

stated that a driver for the military attache office 

was "SHNYREV” and accurately furnished'hls first name 

as NIKOLAY. He said there were several ’’akts” on

r- - 4^"; '•
^LCHLINpiuring his travel fn the USSR which gELCHLIN|g|

•refused to sign. He recalled that/FELCHLINjwas

arrested with another officer while NOSENKO and hl,s

wife were at Kubi.enka during the summer, of 1954. He

said that this occurred on the 8th or 9th of the month,

probably July, and had appeared in the newspapers oh J 

those dates. He stated that he had been on. vacation

and his wife had given.birth to a. baby in August, 1954.

Si 
?• 
£

(Actually the arrest took place on July 4, or July 5,

1954, and may well not have appeared in the Soviet

‘ HW 50953 Dodd:32318825 Page 17



newspapers until the 8th or

NOSENKO also pointed out that KGB obtained

considerable information from microphones concerning

operations and plans of the Military Attache personnel 

including their discussions before trips, their plans 

for visiting various cities and points of interest 

and their conversations after their trips.. In addition 

KGB knew how much money they had each year -for1.: 

operations, the reactions of the officers to each

other, etc. Excerpts of information were given to

the Disinformation,Department of KGB

. *■

A

Expulsion of[BENSON, MULE

Pages 95 and 96 deal with the expul si on from the

Soviet Union of Assi stant U. S. Army Attaches IBENSON, MULE1&] ■■ 

■ u"
and ^TROUDJ^Thi s expulon resulted from seizure of equipment

carried by these officers on May 5, 1955, and they were declared

personae non gratae. It was stated that NOSENKO claimed that

this incident had occurred after he was transferred to the U

7 th Department,; , however , when^the May 7

45

date was given to him'M

ET
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he had turned the 1st Section files over to 

VALERIY BUDYLDIN who had worked for a short 

period but was later, fired from KGB and the

files were then transferred to VICTOR RASSADIN

It appears that NOSENKO*s failure- to recall

details of this incident could be due to his

hospitalization at the time it occurred

GEORGE VAN LAETHEM,

X? U U'
Pages 97 and 98 relate to[GEORGE VAN LAETHEM^Assistant

Army Attache, at the American Embassy from March, 1951, to

March, 1953. NOSENKO had reported that ALLA LARIONOVA was

placed on a train going from Berlin to Moscow with an assign- 

went to strike up an acquaintance with IVAN LAETHEM.p-She 

succeeded in meeting him and gave him her address and tele

phone number; however, he did not call her. NOSENKO heard

about this from PANKRATOV an<j knew of .no other KGB interest 

r r-in [VAN LAETHEM Jv?it was pointed out that [VAN LAETHEMpenied

any meeting with LARIONOVA as alleged by NOSENKO and further

VAN LAETHEMpas again5 in Moscow from March 19^ to May 19, 1955

50953 Dodd: 32318825 Page 19



while NOSENKO was still the case officer responsible for

Army Attaches. He was reported to the Russians as an

Assistant Army Attache on permanent assignment although it 

Z • .

was actually-a temporary, assignment.

COMMENT: As indicated above NOSENKO stated on

April 16, 1968, (N-181), that he was in the hospital

for 30 or 40 days just;prior to transfer to the 7th

Department and would have been in the hospital during 
■ ; ■ -&O

April, 1955. When told that IVAN LAETHEMpreturned to

the USSR on March 19, 1955, NOSENKO said that he did*

not remember it

fo EDWARD ELLIS SMIThT

L ■ . ^py .
On page 99 the paper points>out that NOSENKO claimed

to have personally participated in the KGB operation.against

EDWARD ELLIS SMITH in 1954-55 but the incident described by 3

NOSENKO in which SMITH was approached occurred in June, 1956’,

after NOSENKO had been transferred to 

about a year.

the 7th Department for

48
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On page q9 it is also indicated that if NOSENKO

served in the Embassy. Section (1 st Sect ion, :1 st Department) ‘ :
' r

during 1953-"55,. "It is difficult to perceive how he could • u

have . mma i ned unaware of ‘ANDREY’S’ identity.’' NOSENKO ’ ..

claimed that "ANDREY" was spotted by ROY RHODES and was \

recruited prior to NOSENKO's connect!on with KGB in. March, ■ k .

1953. . "ANDREY" was a crypto-repairman arid the;direct:- . < -

subordinate of the Army Attache cryptographic security .

officer, [Captain WALTER: MULE,I who was NOSENKO’ s< target., ■

COMMENT: NOSENKO has consistently stated that

"ANDREY" was being handled by KOVSHUK, .assisted ,

‘ I ■ i

by BORODIN, and that he obtained information' _ f i

regarding "ANDRFY" through conversations with I !

. .. . - ' • , ; ' - ' / I j
KOVSHUK and BORODIN. . Inasmuch as NOSENKO did not ’.

: . U. { |■ •; • - . . • > / • • . |
enter the/KGB until 1953, it does not seem

I ' , . I

inconsistent for officers in his section not to ’

. .. reveal' to him the identity .of an important agent . •
■ I

I < 
who was furnishing important information on a curren^^^j^ ’

SE^ET i ..
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their duties and In addition noted that .there were

2 FCD officers who were assigned.to the Section

in practice" (for training purposes). He named

one of these officers. On the same date he listed

his-special, targets:'among the correspondents ,and ’ 

military officers during this period and discussed 

the actions against them. He indicated that he had 

operated' agents against officers of the ■Military: ■

Attache's off ice but was-not responsible for- the - 

.offleers- of the Navy. and.Air Force. \ In addition he *- 

said that the Sergeants of all of the services:were 

the responsibility of. another-officer in the> section.

He stated- that - the mai n objectives, against - the... Sergeant

■ . 1 V"-
were to., ascertain their weaknesses and. place, girls in

contact with them. Normally KGB of fleers were. not.

sent with;foreign Attaches, when .they traveled , in. the

USSR except to-look for electronic gear. .He described

a search of

QlLlMpRE Ki

the luggage of the.Military Attache.'

MEARNSpn which he participated with

54
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IONOV and KAFELNIKOV of OTU whom he had known since

1953.^

When shown a list of Soviets employed by 

the U. Si Embassy 1n 1954 he selected the names 

of eleven as agents of the 1st Section., On 

February P, 1968, (N-125), photographs of IP 

Soviet employees of American House, were, displayed 

to. him. He identified an old woman kno.wn/as" , 

BABUSHKA as. an agent who: had-, worked at American 

House before 1953 and who had retired about 1960. 
*

In another group he recognized the photograph of 

TAMARA ANTUFEVA as, an; agent, utilized in, the <

to contact him but was unsuccessful. . He did not 

recogni ze the,photograph of GALINA G>>MOROZOVA. .

and said he never saw her but Off leer.RAKOVSKTY, 

who worked against American House.and the Sergeants 

had .an agent named MOROZOVA in 1953 or .1954. ^He 

recognized'the photograph of RAISA TROFIMOVA and 

furnished her name as an agent of RAKOVSKHA6

32318825 Page 23



that CIA warned BELITSKIY against SHUIGINA. The paper noted 

that CIA did not warn BELITSKIY against SHUIGINA but BELITSKIY 

had reported to CIA that SHULGINA was a KGB agent. SHULGINA J

was for two years a Secretary-Correspondent of NBC Correspondent 

IRVING R. LEVINE and according to BELITSKIY was Involved in 

the sexual entrapment and KGB recruitment ofpritlsh MP TOM 

DRIBERG , was stated that NOSENKO’s apparent ignorance of 

SHULGTNA's involvement with LEVINE and other American's belied 

his claim that she was his agent during:the 1955-58 period. 

It was also noted that‘in 1964 he failed to! recogni ze- her photo

graph; when shown her name he identified her-not as his former 

agent but as an SCD agent involved with BELITSKIY,.

COMMENT: On .December;11, 1967, (N-64),.NOSENKO listed

SHULGINA as one of his agents and indicated that in 

1960 she left Intourist .and worked in the Radio

Committee. On January 24, 1968, (N-109), he stated.

that she was an agent of GEORGIY IVANOVICH RASTRUSIN 

before she was turned over to NOSENKO with whom she^ 

59
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or have been her case officer in the 1955-57 period. It

was further noted that KUNGAROVA, who I had. married an American

tour!st, 1HILIP NIEISENJMras interviewed by the FBI and denied

collaboration with the KGB; that KUNGAROVA had'.died in- 1965.

. COMMENT-: On December 6 , 1967, (N-57) , the name VIKTOR.'

KOPEYKIN was displayed to NOSENKO .who' identified him

as^ a Lieutenant Colonel working as a Senior Case

Officer in the 2nd Section of the 1st Department in

1960-62. He stated that KOPEYKIN "was keep!ng my
i ■

former agent VERA" who

stated that she had left Russi a wi th|*NIELSEN

He 

u t

h1
i

was coming back to Russia and KGB was also studying 

the question of 'whether fNIELSENJ was- connected with 

American Intelligence.

On December 11, 1967, (N-64).NOSENKO listed^

TAMARA KVNGAROVA among his agents for the

1955-59 period. On January 11, 1968, (N-93),,

NOSENKO stated that she was "in close relations

61
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with a representative of the Belgian airlines and 

was trying to marry a foreigner to go abroad.

■ On January 30, 1968, (N-li4), NOSENKO in . - 

writing about KGB operations^against the British . 

stated that in 1954-56 TAMARA KUNGAROVA and MARIANNA . 

J'
ZHETVTNA were agents of the 2nd Department of SCD 

and were working in the British' Embassy. Both knew 

the English language and were later turned over to 

NOSENKO- by - ALEKSEY SUNTSOV. NOSENKO. understood- that 

they had been "in close relations’’ with .employees of 

the British Embassy. NOSENKO identifled the;photo

graph of-MARIANNA ZHETVTNA and on March,18, 1968, 

(N-165), identified the■photograph of TAMARA KUNGAROVA* 

At that time he stated that she had worked for him two 

or three years but in 1959 he had discontinued working 
; J 

with her. She had been "In close relations" with ,

Americans on her .own initiative; some, of which she

did not'report. . He recognized the name of/JOHN MEANS 
■ u ■■ -

THOMPSONla-s' one .of . the Americans with whom .she was in
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contact. . .She.. was al.so.an Interpreter 'for the

On August 24, 1968, (n-217).NOSENKO stated : 

■
1 ch reminded him

of a. 2nd Department., SOD. operation against a man .by 

that name. He believed that TAMARA. KUNGAROVA worked

against this man. This happened prior . to the time

KUNGAROVA worked for him (NOSENKO) and' probably while 

she was working against.; the British.;'.;.however., NOSENKO 

was not sure that IP ARSONS] Vas of British nationality. 

4. YEVGENIYA DANKO

On., page' 109 the paper refers to . YEVGENI YA.. DANKO who . ’

wo

JELISAVCIC

RSENE FRIPPEL at. the American Express ;

office in Moscow .

- ■ • '• . r. :

FRIPEEL ’srsuccessor, JMICHAEL;

t was indicated; .NOSENKO. stated that he took .. . ,

DANKO over from another 7th Department case officer during.

the period 1955-57 and she

r ■UELlSAVCIC.m’he. paper

was used ..to report on both|jRXFPELj^

no FRIPEELyTeft Moscow in

1961 by which time NOSENKO had transferred from the 7th

Department.

63
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COMMENT: On November 4, 1967, (N-ll), while discussing i

rFRIPPELj NOSENKO stated that the true name of Agent •

’OKSANA" was EVGENIA VASI1IEVNA DENKO, Oh December 11, '

196'7, (N-64), he listed among his agents EVGENIA DANKO 1 

who was a. translator at the permanent exhibition of 

agriculture and industry in Moscow and from 1957

worked as a transdator for ^he American Express Company]^.

representative in Moscow. On April 18, 1968, (N-182)

NOSENKO stated that DANKO , was. a f ormer- Agent of . IVAN

ALEKSEYEVICH KONSTANTINOV and NOSENKO received her
■

file in 1957 when KONSTANTINOV retired. ; .At that time

she was , worki ng at the permanent exhibition of agriculture

as indicated above. Later, however, she- was assigned

to

ef t she continued. working in the

American Express re

VOLKOV and YEFREMOV

On pages 112 and 113 the paper refers to NOSENKO' s'

Agents VOLKOV and YEFREMOV, — ft was noted that he was unfamilia

64
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with their background, and could not say where they lived or how

he got in touch with them when he required the!f service. It

was noted that they were involved with one Dutch.and five American'

visitors, including, three CIA Agents, in the Soviet Union which

was apparently unknown to NOSENKO. In addition they were

involved with two other Americans in 1959 while he was their

case officer but he learned, about it only at the timehe

retired their files in 1962-63

COMMEND. ■ On July 3, 1968, (N-207), NOSENKO described

in detail his relations with the agents VOLKOV and

YEFREMOV. He stated that as a result of the^MALIaJ^ 

case the '.'Chiefs” of the 7th Department decided that

a homosexual 

young fellow 

him tried to

who.was connected' with

agent was needed. NOSENKO recruited the

TO--'. ■ 
through

get others. Then he visited the'Moscow ,

Investigation Department of the Militia (called J ■ I
■ . . . ? !

Criminal Investigation Directorate of Moscow) for ■ • ;
’ • ■ • V k

help. He was shown cards of Militia agents among -which J '.

was the card for ANATOLIY VOLKOV

65 .
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American?: who were suspected by KGB of being CTA

agents would likely be handled by KGB elements other

than the. 1st Section of the. 7 th Department.where

NOSENKO was assigned.^ 0)

MARTIN MALIA

Pages 114 and 115 of the paper, di scuss the (MARTIN MAIIa](<^M 

care. (MALIA,laccording to NOSENKO, was observed in contact with £

homosexual * i n Moscow but was not approached by KGB .for recruit

ment. It was noted that although not beien interviewed

Ih connect ion with NOSENKO’s information, he had, in 1963, prior

to receipt of NOSENKO’s information, denied any involvement with

homosexuals in the Soviet Union.-

COMMENT ay still not been interviewed concerning

. NOSENKO’ s allegations but it is noted that in

September, 1963,1 SPENCER ROBERTS,pan admitted homo-’ 
L— . .: -J-

sexual, advised that he observed£MaLTAiin/Zurich

Switzerland J in duly, 1963, and saw and overheard.hi 

' - ■

SRET

t ■'

£
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proposition a young male for homosexual activities.

On May 16, 1968,(ROBERTSjcnanged his.story but stated

■ ■■ .■ t" ■ - x- ■ '

.. that he attended! Navy Language. School/with (MALIA /in ,UJ

1944-45

1963 he

and suspected that he was a homosexual. In

saw him 1 n Joannes , France^!n a group of

■homosexuals on a beach frequented almost exclusively

by homosexual s>^J^

In addition, information was reported; to the

American: Embassy, in Rome, Italy., iri 1966 regarding

\ . >> ; r iM- < ...-■■ '
a close:. association;- between|h^LIAj and a young• German, 

r- ' ■ ■ .■-
Jw!d according to a physician 

appeared to be a homosexual.. , J. K

The above information .effectively supports.

NOSENKO' s allegation that^M^^^ involved with ;

.. homo sexua1s> ^(1-

. Oh November .7, 1967, .February 6.,, March 8, ;and

April 10, 1968, (N-14, 121, 125, 178), NOSENKO furnished 

' f' '
detailed information regarding thefMALIAjcase vdiich 

\ ' ■
indicated he had a personal;knowledge of that case;

' He said he;had no doubt that[MALIAfwas connected with

American Intelligence. ' This. Conclusion was basdd ortg^

70
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MALIA' behavior, his manner of studying people and

obtaining information from some of them. .NOSENKO

: . . r W ’ \ - ■
believed that| MALIA could have been recruited by W

. KGB and said that PERFILEYEV later regretted that 

he did not permit an approach to/MALI A \

jRICHARD BURGHl] ' '

Pages 115-121.relate to thetRICHARD BURGHl]wise. On '

page 120 it is stated that NOSENKO is unfamiliar with the mechanics

of KGB tracing procedures

. COMMENT: On January 26, 1968, (N-111), NOSENKO stated

that the KGB has a rule that when the KGB Archives

are checked for.information on foreigners, both the

FCD Archives and the Archives of the KGB must be ?

checked. On this date he discussed in detail the ’

handling of files pertaining to tourists and the .transfer/ 

of the. files to FCD when.; the tourists leave, the Soviet/V)s

71
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Union. Information furni shed by NOSENKO. on this

date and on other dates indicates that he does have

adequate knowledge of KGB.tracing and filing procedures.

hi.^RSENE FRIPPEL $

, .Pages 137-143 relate to the recruitment and operation 

of|ARSENE FRIPFEL. American Express Company representative I Th . 

Moscow. It is noted that the version 

of the. latter ’ s. recruitment and operation agree with some
?h r ' ' ■■ -h1-- ■'' '

exceptions. It is stated that NOSENKO and IFRTPPELrsgree that 

with one exception,, (when IFRTPPE1J was queried regarding FbOWDE

. and WINTERS), FfRIPPEtI was not used to report on American Embassy 

employees. It is also stated that fFRIPl ELJwhi le acknowledging 

that NOSENKO participated in all meet ings.wi th him.stated that

CHELNOKOV was In charge of the entire operation. It is

further stated that(FRlPPELjclalms he saw

occasions, twice.in Odessa while visiting

NOSENKO on three

the USSR:in 1962 .

and 1963 whereas NOSENKO insisted that he me t|

in Odessa and once in Moscow in that period. :

B) ? ■ 
t once

W SECRET
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COMMENT• A review of the results of FBI interviews
of {^IPLEL^JIng 1964 disclosed that^FRIPPElJ^ W . ' 

. described the initial recruiting contact of "NiKOLAEV"

and "GRIBOV”. He identi fled a photograph of NOSENKO . . .'

as "NIKOLAEV” and stated that "NIKOLAEV" displayed'

photographs to him and carried out the interrogation, 

He stated that "NIKOLAEV" conducted almost all of the 

interrogations during their meetings; however,.:.

Colonel GRIBOV" was in charge of the entire Operation^ 

. -This, appears to agree-with NOSENKO’s' account • hw

said that he was the case officer and was..accompanied 

by. Colonel. V. D. CHELNOKOV, Deputy Chief of the- 7th.

Department. When CHELNOKOV’s photograph was displayed 

to [FRTPPElJhe Indicated ■ that, it resembled "GRIBOV" 

but would not make a definite identification^^\
(FRIP1 EL^^^tted having- approximately six .

meetings through December , I960,- during which "NIKOLAEV"

asked his obseryations of."various American Embassy 
i ■ ■ ' .

official s." He spec!f_ical.ly requested. on one occasion/^

73
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information concern! hp |BOWDEN| and information

regarding an economist at the’.Embassy whom IFRIP

presumed- was. GEORGE WINTERS. Thi s also 1s cohsi stent

■■ with NOSENKO' s account who stated that he questioned 
r <*■)• ■

IFRTPPEh about the Embassy and about Embassy offleers

pOWDENjand WINTERS?® ■

With regard to meetings in 1962. and 1963, '. ,

pRIPl eQ said he visited the USSR 1h February,1962, ■

and went to Odessa, for one' day . where; he ■ was met by

"NIKOIAEV" and "GRIBOV.". At, that... time'.they ■' asked

if any American Naval personnel were abroad the '

r '
I'.’Olympia",. Greek vessel I on whi ch\he wa^s. travel! ng;. i

Again in the summer.: of 1962. he accompanied, a group

■ X

of .newspaper editors to the USSR at which time he

was contacted by "NIKOLAEV", at. (fRIPPEL* ^Sfoscow 

. '' ' ' t
hotel room. He next vi si ted. the .USSR , In ’February

1963, and again was approached by "NIKOLAEV" tn

Odessa

74
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On November 4, 1967 , (N-11) , NOSENKO, in - <
■ \ ' ■' r M '< r;. -

writing about the |FRIPPElJcffse, stated that[FRIPPEL

returned to the USSR in the summer of 1962 with a

group of correspondents arid ■ he saw.him.twice. . In 

March, 1963, pRIPPEU^as on [the "Olympia  Jill udessa- 

"where I flew and have seen him.

There does not appear to be any substantial 

discrepancy between [FRIPPEL1 sjand NOSENKO’s; accounts 

and. no basis to suspect that NOSENKO islyin

NOSENKO Not CI 0ff i ce

On page:145, in discussing NOSENKO*s operational

activities, during the 1955-60 period, .it is stated -that the 

evidence suggests ;that NOSENKO was an English speaking .

specialist in sexual entrapment, and not, a counterintelligehce

officer. Further that NOSENKO.furnished no information which 

■
indicated that there, was any.material change in his duties and

responsibilities after he was allegedly .-prompted to Deputy ■

Chief of the American-British Commonwealth Section.' :

■ - k ■ ' A
-< ; ■ -. 75 / . ; - - . '
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COMMENT:
The statement of [FRIPPEL^at? "NIKOLAEV" 

(NOSENKO) conducted almost all of the’.interrogations 

strongly suggests that NOSENKO was a counterintelli

gence officer rather than just an "English..speaking 

specialist in sexual entrapment." A number, of other 

cases, all summarized in the CIA paper,; establishes 

this fact beyond reasonable doubt. ^tCHAKD BURGHI’ 

(pages 115-120) description of his recruitment is one 

such case. He described his meeting with a Russian, 

"ANATOLI,’ Qn June 18, i956jnmo introduced, him td ■ ■*- 

’■’VIKTOR” and "YURI IVANOVICH" in a Moscow restaurant 

on [June 20, 1956.J°ne identified the photograph of . 

■YURI IVANOVICH NQSENKO as "YURI IVANOVICH’’ and said 

he left, after about twenty minutes. ■ On pune 23, 1956, jf 
' .. . r ' : ' ..
[BURGHIj traveled to [Kiev. [where he was met at the

airport by "YURI IVANOVICH" and "VLADIMIR .STEPANOVICH?? 

who took him to an apartment and., introduced him..to. 

"ANATOLI SERGEEVICH” (undoubtedly ANATOLI SERGEEVICH ' 

■ KOZLOV, Deputy Chief of the 7 th Department who .

5

i

' Ti

x
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NOSENKO said accompanied him tolKievjand

.. participated in the approach to^URGHD^^^urghi. 

said "ANATOLI SERGEEVICH" was the ranking

officer, referred to as Colonel, and he and 
■ ■ -

"YURI IVANOVICH" had come from Moscow. "VLADIMIR

F“ ■ ■■ ■ ■
STEPANOVICH" was assigned Ito Kiev 'ANATOLI

SERGEEVICH" led the questioning, and there , was

no doubt he was in charge. However,. "YURI

IVANOVICH"'appeared to give orders to."VLADIMIR

STEPANOVICH" and also appeared to be in charge

during the. brief encounter with .."ANATOLI" and

. "VIKTOR" in the restaurant in Moscow before he

’ went to j

It is submitted that a mere "English t

speaking specialist in sexual entrapment" .

I I _
would not be taken to

of 7 th Department after, only a twenty-minute.j :

encounter with Moscow. , Further, such

would not.give orders to a KGB

officer stationed in
P
This is clearly the

75b
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■ ro^-e a case officer - and |BURGHI ’ sTaeJek- 

confirms NOSENKO*s account.

Four other cases cited in the CIA paper 

support NOSENKO*s contention that he was a case 7 

officer. The subjects confirmed NOSENKO’s accounts' 

of their recruitments. ■
. [GIZELLA HARRIsj^age 128) identified NOSENKO . 

as one of the. two men involved in her ...recruitment

and. said he "was definitely the man in. change" 

while the ...other/’’was merely present and listened.” 
''.r" \

[GEORGE DREW] (pages-' 130-131) Identified NOSENKO 

photograph as his interrogator and said it. was.-

clear, that he was the man In charge * wRh 
7 ' . 7 ?' 7 V

[DAVID TAYLORJ(132-133) Identified NOSENKO ■

as the ’’Colonel SERGEYEV” who recruited him and

said, the .mere slight of. NOSENKO’s photograph < 
I

"sent shivers down his back.”;

■[GERARD MERTENSptated the photograph of

■ -NOSENKO. might .;be the "GEORGE PETERSON” . who;;

recruited, him. . “7 ,. ■ - 7;

75c
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have had access to information concerning all of them

while.'Deputy Chief of the Section in 1958-59

was there in 1959: was there in 1956 but

had subsequent' trips believed to have

visited relatives (As Indicated above, such casw

would probably not have come to NOSENKO’s attention);

a ather than American. (NOSENKO’s

section may have had an interest if he was a part

of the lYale Chorus) there

^RESSMANjwa s there in 1957.but did- not

in late 1959.;*.. .

■ I
go as .a '.tourlstj

a

Poland

touri SHATT AURjfiad previously. been recruited/in 

L-

1946-47 and was fe-recrvited ih :1$6^

also visited relatives. References to all of these

cases could, of course, have, been in the ,7th .:

Department files reviewed by NOSENKO when he became

Deputy Chief of the Department. Three of them RRUFE, 
. ■ ■ C

SHATTAURjand|KANTpRjwefe in notes prepared for the :

BOBKOV list referred to above. Therefore, it does not

■ 79^ . A/
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appear that his retention and delivery of notes

regarding these cases should be given serious

consideration.as an indication he Is not bona fide.

His knowledge of the cases is consistent-.with his

plausible explanations regarding his possession of.

the notes

American Intelligence Use of TourIs

Pages 146-150. relate to NOSENKO’s awareness of what

the KGB knew concerning the use of tourists by foreign intelli- .' 

gence services.; It was noted that he claimed to have prepared* 

a report for SCD Chief GRIBANOV in 1959, but could not remember 

the content, any examples included therein or the conclusions 

regarding American-British tourist intelligence operations. It - , 

is stated that he claimed no agents were definitely identified 

among American tourists and no tourists had- been caught in the 

act of mailing letters, servicing dead drops, or contacting - ;

r
I

agents with one exception. This exception he named/as MC GUIRE ;
L. ;

who mailed a letter in Minsk in 1959.ptlt was noted.- that .thl.s^C^
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/EDWARDcase as described by NOSENKO actually related to

MC GOWAN, a CIA tourist agent who was detected by KGB mailing

an operational letter in Minsk in August, 
:u. ■ ■ ■

ROBERT ALAN MCGUIRE sited the Soviet Union in April-May,

1959» and was the target of KGB provocations although he

had no Intelligence connections. It was stated that inter

rogation did not resolve how NOSENKO knew the name |MC^ GUIRE 

but not the background of his case and knew the background of

.|MC GOWAN’srcase but not;his name, *

The CIA paper also, relates that the KGB agent• GEORGE

BLAKE furnished to KGB in 1959 a 19 page document covering a 

conference held in London between British and CIA representatives

outlining British and American use:of tourists for intelligence

purposes. The KGB was therefore fully.aware of the use of 

tourists and it was stated that the substance of this Informa^ 

tion, if not the document itself, would have been brought to

the attention, of the Deputy Chief of the American-British

Commonwealth Section.’

81
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tourists for Intelligence. The 1st Department

of SCD wrote the final report about, overall 

American Intelligence operations against the USSR., 

but NOSENKO’s portion regarding use of tourists was

considered, good .and was accepted as written./^H^f

NOSENKO stated that there was an analysis each 

■year regarding use of tourists for intelligence and 

even In 1955 there were some indications of tourist 

use by Americans Including "little facts" - how the _• 

tourists acted,' trying to get military information, 

trying to find drops, studying candidates for- ... 

recruitment, etc. Each year they ,had:good examples 

for the.analysis including the-use of other 

nationalities by the Americans.' NOSENKO, however, ■ 

could not.remember any of the specific examples . 

used in the analysis,^(u)
On April 1, 1968,;(N-175), when questioned cpncern-

r- <. ' #•

ing a case involving QjC GUIREjdr something, like that"
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who was mentioned as mailing a letter, NOSENKO stated

that this case, at the beginning, was a.task for the .

7th Department. |”MC GUIRE”pzas an ''aspirant'* (student) 

"and he arrived in Russia having several tours and 

had about 30 or 40 days.” He was young and alone 

and although there was no information on him in the / 

Archives he was suspected because of his ’’legend” 

(stated reason for coming to the USSR).: He, therefore, 

was the subject of coverage' which detected .his mailing 

of a letter, In Minsk. This was reported to Moscow, by 

KGB tn Minsk, apparently directed to GRIBANOV, who . 

turned the case over to the First (American) Department 

which thereafter handled the investigation. : This' 

happened in the late 1950’s but NOSENKO could not 

recall the year. NOSENKO stated that the letter

.. r ' S
mailed by this[”MC GOWAN - MC GUIREJwas going to a ' 

Russian. (The transfer of this case, from the 7th to' 

the 1st Department suggests that the Russian to whom 

the letter was mailed, was being used in an operational 

game by the 2nd Section of the 1st Department.)
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It .should be noted that the

Is mentioned in the KGB document acquired by CIA

in 1961 which, as noted below, NOSENKO reviewed

after thedefection of ANATOLIY GOLITZYN. His.

knowledge of this case obviously could have been 

acquired at that time, although it might well have 

been acquired when KGB, Minsk, was covering him . 

under 7th Department guidance.. . -^

On March 7, 1968 ,.- (N-159) , in response-to a .

question, NOSENKO said he saw very, little information*"

A ■ 
which emanated from, the FCD regarding American use 

of tourists for intelligence; however, he had seen 

passages from a document which was in ,possession 

of SCD and which related to discussions in London, 

between American, British, arid Canadian 

representatives regarding use of tourists p

for intelligence. He could not specifically recall 

when the conference took place but believed it was in

1958-. This document had come from. FCD-and he ha
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(damage assessment). He said the document contained 

the names of foreigners’ against whom. KGB was . work!ng 

or planned to work. The document was prepared • in

1960-61. NOSENKO participated in discussions of

the content of the document after GOLITZYN’s defection 

and some cases mentioned, therein were considered 

■compromised and "x’d out." He did not believe' the. .

document contained the names of any persons ;who. had

been recruited but mostly related to .suspects. He ■ 
r '

volunteered the name /BARTHELEMY fa's the only ..name, tha^

he could recall in the document.. However, on

March 7, 1968, (N-159), he was shown a list of 26 ;
/ ■ ■’ ■ ' :

names which were contained, in the document and selected, 

the names of three as names he recalled

It is considered significant that NOSENKO :

is aware of the document pertaining to tourists. 1 

purloined by.■ GOLITZYN.' A review, of- this document 

indicates that most of.the cases referred.to therein 

as having occurred in. 1958 ;and 1959, are such that^/ 
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NOSENKO would not normally have - come.'.into . 

possession of information regarding them while 

he was Deputy Chief of the American-British 

Commonwealth Section. Of the 19 cases: mentioned'

therein only seven occurred before 1960 and only

one appears to have been the type of case which would

■ have been handled by the American-British Commonwealth

: Section.. [THOMAS BARTHELEMY?^ in 1959

epresentative pfa tour! st firm;

s an- exchange- student in. 1959-60; ;

visited,the USSR as a member

of a ■ group; ^EDWARD. MC GOWAN; ■ussed above,^was

brought to the. attention, of the- American .Department 

and was. handled by that Department; ^LIONEL .STMARdJ^ 

who visited in August, 1959, was. introduced to a 
X.

KGB agent employed at the-American Embassy and may>

well have been handled by the 1st.-.Department;
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si t ed

and not as an Individual tburlst. ^WHITMORE GRAyJ

visited during November l 1959He' was' 'an Assistant

Professor;at n| University and

.He was apprehended infstalingrad November 13, 1959

while attempting to photograph a factory. His is

■ the only; case among those in the'document which

. logically should have come to the attention of/: ■

NOSENKO while he was in the American-British

Commonwealth. Section prior to I960..; Thus -his. lack' f 

of knowledge does not appear to be suspect.

E. NOSENKO’s Assignment to 1st Section, ; 1st Department^ 

.January, 1960 - January, 1962  ■'j

Pages 151-261 of the CIA paper relate to the period

January, 1960, to January, 1962, when NOSENKO claims to have j; 

been the Deputy Chief of the American Embassy Section (1st 

Section) of the.American Department (1st.Department). It is

1-

related that according to NOSENKO, he was supervisor of all



operations against code clerks and for some months against 

service attaches; /case officer for the Embassy security

officer, JOHN V. ABIDJAN; custodian of the Embassy .Security, 

file; and reviewer of all.information.obtained from microphones. ■ 

It is stated that a comparison of his assertions with collateral 

information indicates that "he was none of these." /

It was also asserted that. NOSENKO claimed complete ■ 

knowledge of KGB recruitments and recruitment attempts against ; 

U., S„ Embassy personnelknowledge .of CIA.personnel .son,the 

Embassy Staff identified by KGB;and status of the KGB1 crypto-* , 
■

logic attack on Embassy communications. ; It is stated that his

apparent ignorance of KOVSHUK!s relationship With

KOSOLAPOV’s connection. with^GARLAN^refu^e his .contention

about knowledge of all recruitment attempts and, contrary

to his claim, .he does not

staff Identified by KGB.

on the cryptologic attack

know of CIA personnel, on.the: Embassy

It is also stated that his information

on Embassy communications is superficial

and in. error. It was concluded that NQSENKO.was neither Deputy.
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included (1) The Agent net of the 1st Section, 

(2) Knowledge that ROY RHODES furnished the 

original Information on American use of electronic 

apparatus.

(3) Knowledge of attempts to obtain permission 

of the Chairman of KGB to put microphones in a wing 

of the American Embassy.

(4) Trips and aims of the trips of GRYAZNOV to .■

Berlin in 1960, and KOSOLAPOV.to Helsinki in 1960

and Copenhagen in 1961.

(5) Knowledge of foreign agents obtained from

conversations with leaders of other departments.‘

(6) Planning for technical counterintelligence

from a building opposite American.Embassy. . ,
■1- • ■

(7) .Overdraft of operative money made by KOVSHUK.

(8) Facts.about the 2nd Section’s cases pertaining■ 

to BELITSKIY, BARRETTi and'others and■the■trip

of the Chief of 2nd. Section, PETROV, to Frankfort

in 1961
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jj?. KOVSHUK’s Acquaintance with Americans^

On page 158 it is stated that NOSENKO said KOVSHUK

had personal contact with some American Embassy Officers but 

NOSENKO could identify only WINTERS. On page.' 159 it is 

indicated that NOSENKO did.not know that[wiLLIAM N. MORELL^ 

was identified formally by the American Embassy to the Soviet 

Government as a CIA employee; he was also not aware that

KOVSHUK was in

COMMENT: On. March 5, 1968, (N-155), NOSENKO stated 

that KOVSHUK had social meetings withflEWIS W.

BOWDEN April 26, 1968, (N-186), NOSENKO

stated that he believed KOVSHUK also knew

" [JAMES ALEXANDER RAMSEYland [ROBERT 'OWENlto j 

; ''

GOLITZYW's Information Re .Recruitments

On pages 162 and 163 information is set forth which

was obtained from GOLITZYN pertaining to recruitments or possible 

recruitments ofAmerican personnel. It was reported that GOLITZYN 

visited the Embassy Section in the Spring of 1960 and learned^^^
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It is considered "probable that the .1961 

communication referred to by GOLITZYN is identical 

with, or related to, ' data furnished by |^HAMROC^ in 

1967 which, indicated KGB was emphasizing operations 

against code clerks in 1961. The.contents of the 

document made available by jsHAMROCK^undoubtedly '

emanated from JOHN DISCOE SMITH, a former State' 

■Department code clerk and crypto' technician:;,0^ 

resigned in December.,: 1959;,, left..the United-States 

in-May or June, I960, and whose whereabouts there? 
■ - .

after were unknown until he was publicized<as a 

defector- by the. •Soyietsj-ln.the\. Fall

.' In. this., connection'It, is"; not, clear chow-; GRYAZNOV 

of the.-SCD. would -have , knowledge rof< SMITH -.in. -the Spring

of 1960. If SMITH was an agent prior to that time he 

would.-have been ant agent of FCD. NOSENKO.has. repotted, 

however , that..another friend of GRYAZNOV’Sj NIKOLAY

SKVORTSOV of FCD.'was handling ”ZH AR I", (believed to be 

the crytonym of SMITH) in 1961 and latter ’’ZHARI” wasW

■
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being handled by ARTEMEV of the SCD. w

The possibility exists that GOLITZYN obtained 

information regarding the ’’real agent” from SKVORTSOV 

rather than-GRYAZNOV. SMITH could have.arrived, in

Moscow or otherwise have been in contact with

SKVORTSOV during the period April -/July',.' 1960, 

which GOLITZYN indicates sin: the ..period he talked 

to GRYAZNOV. At any rate, there is no certainty that

an American code clerk assigned tq/Moscow in the Spring

of 1960 had been recruitedxby KGB as allege

JAMES STORSBERG

Page 163 also sets forth Information obtained from.

GOLITZYN who said that in the Spring of 1960 he was told by

GRYAZNOV that the latter had developed an operation against

Mi ' ' - "■
clerkX?KGB was. 99 percent sure that

[this code clerklwould be recruited. •

"W/, ■ ■ ■ ' - / ■ .-
In January, 1963-, GOLITZYN learned from KOVSHUK that

rjOHANNES FREISFREUNdH'then a KGB agent , had recently been used

■ 10B V, _
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in the successful recruitment of an employee of the American

Embassy. (It should be noted that when GOLITZYN was interviewed

by FBI concerning this matter; GOLITZYN related that he had inquired

concerning his PREISFREUND fbut riad been denied -

permission because he had been used in another operation.

GOLITZYN could not be sure that the operation' had been successful

and presumed that it was against an employee of the American •

,• Embassy. From KOVSHUK’s comments he assumed that the operation

was successful.) •

The comments of GRYAZNOV and KOVSHUK undoubtedly refer

to KGB efforts to .recruit (the military code clerk JAMES STORSBERG^0
Information furnished by NOSENKO concerning this operation is set

forth on pages 166-177 of CIA paper. It is noted therein that

GOLITZYN’s information concerning the use of

' attempted recruitment of /STORSBERi

of

■ (June

> the incident at the end

0. ['HNuoENKO claimed that the approach took place about •' 

1961Jratd /STORSBERG /claimed that it took place in October ,

1961, It was concluded that GOLITZYN’s timing was. more plausible and^ 
r; ■■ /; '

therefore the operation against'(STORSBERG|took place more than six I f

months, prior, to .the time claimed, by NOSENKO and ^^ORSBERGn ; ■
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It was stated that such an Inaccuracy by NOSENKO concerning an

event which took place less than a year before he described it

to CIA in June, 1962, undermines his claim to the.role he played

and his claim'Xo haVe been Deputy Chief of Section 1 and .Super

visor of code■clerk operations.

COMMENT: It Is noted that fSTORSBERGpmer. interviewed

substantially confirmed NOSENKO*s version of the .

approach except for .the date. He also related that

in the. middle of [October

the KGB recruitment attempt against him, he saw 
’’MICHAUD” (SKVORTSOV); JOSEPHMORONE^^an

unidentified, female.sitting together in the American

House Club. (Note thatlMORONEJactually left Moscow

inj^gust, 1961£J^HU) ■

£^RONE^^s£ interviewed by FBI Agents on

May 22, 1968, and readily identified the photograph

of SKVORTSOV as MARCEL MICHAUD whom he had seen on

one occasion at American House. He

had visited American House Club one

110
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middle Of the week and observed several people 

sitting at a table. He probably,recognized someone 

at the table (he cannot recall 'specifically) but 

approached the table and asked one Of the two 

females at the table to dance. While dancing she 

said she was a "journalist" from West Germany, that , 

she was with MICHAUD (who posed as.a French businessman, 

a furrier) but he was bothering., her and she did not want

to stay with him. After'.dancing with .this •girl he met

MICHAUD who praised the French female's. ability to make 

r ■ ' '
love. [MORONEJaescribed the girl as age 24, attractive,

dark hair,1 five feet two, inches. He did,.not recall her

name

TORSBERGIcould have been,at-

the. table but he could not recall specifically seeing..

r .■ .
(STORSBERGyon this occasion. He was positive/ however, ■

that, this was the only ..occasion .that he had, seen MICHAUD

at American House

Later in the evening-the West German girl went

to his room for a drink.. He arranged to see her agai
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at which time he visited Red Square with Aer and

.recalls seeing a puppet show. Thereafter she returned^ 

to his room and performed a .perverted sex act on hlm.Wy

...'^ORONE^ /not recall the date of this incident

but'believed that it occurred: approximately the
’ r- V. ' - i

beginning of !e was certain that it

did not occur before hi s vacation trip to [HeisInkiM-he 
■ ■ ; -1 '

last week of January,. 1961 e was also, certain: that 

it occurred in, cold weather because the female Wore

winter, clothing when.they ;vlslted.. Red: Square and he. -. *"

recalled the wheathet w^s very cold.. He. stated that

the Incident definitely- occurred before. the: first week of

ause during that week he went toJ6slo

and did not return until mid-Jply,.1961.pAt the time

of his return there was a letter'.waiting for him from 

this West German girl. He left Moscow permanently in

, 1961

® lntewi®ved on August 15, '1968., by

FBI Agents .tri an attempt to fix as accurately as possibl(
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A*

the date on which KGB made the recruitment approach.

to him. (It is noted he stated on September 28, 1964, 

that on the evening he was approached, prior;to leaving

American. House, he had

a girl who accompanied

American House. It is.

seen[JOSEPH MORONEp§an®ng with";

MARCEL MICHAUD (SKVORTSOV) to

also noted that ■/ter- .

view on May 22, 1968* recalled- seeing MICHAUD on one

occasion only He was certain this took,place.prior to

the first week. of [May, ■ 1961• Mierr/he ? left. Moscow for

[STORSBERG

mid - July, 196^M#< . . 

. r- 'called seelngfMORONErwith MICHAUD

on one occasion which he believed was either the evening 

of the recruitment ..approach to him or the date of the 

prior visit to MICMAUD’s apartment ; about ten-days . .. ■ >

earlier He also recalled that the weather was veryA

cold, at the time of . the approach, . On "the; first visit: . ’

to MICHAUD’s hotel it was snowing and on the night of 

the approach it was very cold 'because he wore a heavy 

coat and.a hat
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^STORSBERGjgt first stated that the approach, was 

about four months before he left Moscow.and then stated

It was about one and one-half months and not. more than 

two months. He claimed that he did not have long to 

go until the end of his tour of duty. He is certain that 

his replacement[fouJUsifhad^not arrived at. the time of 

the Incident. KZUJUSj arrived in Moscow in September, 

1961.) He also stated the incident occurred after he

saw the message which pertained tofKEYZER.’

activities. He believed the incident occurred quite\ 

sometime after the Ice Capades people were in.Moscow; . 

because he had a good time when they were .there and he ' 

did not have a good time after the approach. He stated 

that he. did not believe he could have, ’’sweated it. out” 

for as long as six months; that regardless of how it 

may appear, his recollection is that the;Incident could 

not have happened more.than two months before his depart

■ ■ re/ u
Despi.te ^STORSBERG* sjcor.tentlons,. It .is noted that

both ,he and NOSENKO have indicated that MICHAUD did no
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visit the American House over an extended period of 
time; thatJSTORSBERcfll^ills

.prior to his visit to MICHAUD’s hotel
MORONENaie®

the incident when he saw MICHAUD as prior to May, 1961;

and that both TORSBERG • to the cold

weather , . 1961-Kw

arrived in ^September, 1.961^ Both probably .before :

very cold weather.) These factors together'.with .

■ " -Mm
NOSENKO’s assertion that/STORSBERGiwas approached 

.... ~ -J /\2v *'
before(kEYZER ture on ^June.; 16 r- 1961 ^ilongly ;

indicate that ^S^RSBERGj^ ^approached sometime before

May, 1961, and that NOSENKO’s version of the date of.

the approach is more accurate than GOLITZYN’version.

JAMES KEYZERS

Pages 178-181 relate to the KGB attempt to defect ;

, a U. S. Army specialist |who served in Moscow

from December, 1960, to June 16, 1961. . The paper raises a

number of questions concerning NOSENKO’s version of this Incident
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It is stated that no KGB officer directly connected with the 
case could regardj^EYZERS^^ replacement for^STORSBERG  j^*t^ 

was noted that pKEYZERS m^kot identify the photograph of NOSENKO

as the individual who approached him at the airport and his

description of this person did not fit that of NOSENKO. It 

' vas stated that (KEYZERS^^rior to his departure from. Moscow, ■ 

acknowledged to his superiors that he had homosexual tendencies

and admitted being involved in three homosexual incidents'at

American ,House. (It is noted that NOSENKO claimed that KGB knej* 

from the microphone coverage that his homosexual; activities were

not discussed with
Hi
ior to his departure and hoped to

induce his defection by sending him a letter which would suggest

he was in trouble because of these activities.)

The paper also concluded that KGB would -have learned 

from microphone coverage5 contrary to NOSENKO®s-assertiont that 

(HcEYZERsjdid report the receipt of the KGB -defection Tetter to his
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COMMENT: The fact thatIKEYZERSjwas trained for a period

of time by gTQRSBERGjfn
room I could

well suggest to the KGB that he was to be'the replace-

ment forj^ORSBERCyv^e U. S, Army intelligence..file 

was reviewed.by FBI representatives on July 10, 1968,

and contained no indication that[KEYZERS sexual

activities were discussed with, him before he left Moscow

on June 16, 1961. On1the contrary a memorandum prepared

by his ' superior., IColondl PETER L.? URBAN '

Army Attache dated June 16, 1961, which summarized 
{jCEYZERS ^a^fflvi ties, mentioned derogatory comments 

which had..been, received about his relations with .

members of the American Ice Capades who were known’ 
or suspected homosexuals and noted; that^KEYZERsj^^^

been informed of the reasons for his transfer from:

Moscow, "except that he was not.,informed of the

allegations of homosexuality in order not to aggravate

the possibility of a rash act by him while within*the

Soviet Union
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This memorandum clearly, supports. NOSENKO’s

this Incident.^

regard to ilure to identify

version of

With

NOSENKO ft is pointed.out that he saw the Individual

who approached him only momentarily, but it is

recognized that his description of the individual

is not. .close, td that of NOSENKO

^TTHEW PETER ZUJUS] ■

Pages 181-184 relate.to the KGB operation against

- . > -Mm .U. S. ArmyjSergeant(MATTHEW PETER ZUJUSjiffo .reived in Moscow

in September, 1961, to Assume the|^de cleric^ of ^STORSBERG

and to remain.there until January, 1963. On page 183 it was 
stated that[ZU JUsJ^^Ttted to U. S. Army authorities in 1963

that In the summer of 1962 he had been intimate with an

Austrian woman ’’LILLIAN” who had visited American House with 

someone from the United Arab Republic and returned alone a few 

days later. The American House manager Interviewed her and 

learned that she claimed to be from Vienna and was traveling . 

with her employer, a Czech. The Embassy security officer learne 
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that she had no Austrian passport .and asked her for her 

passport. She left and never returned to Americn House. It was

stated that NOSENKO described 

KGB attempts; to entrap [JOSEPH

this incident, in connection with

MORON

that Interrogation of NOSENKO never resolved how,he knew of this

incident

Also wi th regard to the; it is stated that

NOSENKO identified

American House but

ELLA UMANETS as a KGB agent employed at 

never, related her to|^UJUs7| Mv)

COMMENT; On March 20, 1968, (N-167), NOSENKO related

that in 1960 GRYAZNOV had gone to East Germany and 

brought to Moscow two girls who were to be targeted 

against American House. One of these girls, possibly

known as ‘'HANNAH", described by NOSENKO as a fat

blonde in her mid thirties, posed as a correspondent 
... ( ■ •;

from West Germany. This girl was introduced into ,

American House with the help of

NOSENKO stated that another woman had been

documented as an Austrian but had not been . successfu
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as an agent against American House. He said this

woman had some difficulty at American House, regarding

her' passport

From information set.forth above' obtained from

^Hl^appbarb clear that NOSENKO did not confuse

the use of a female agent:
MORpNEA§s4UUth that

' , r v-WiUK. r* ■ '-J:..,'.'
in the(ZUJUSlcase. /MORONq confirmed that he had contact

with a West German "journalist" at American:House. The

"LILLIAN" described be the .girl documented

as an Austrian as related by NOSENKO or,cbul^^ 

a third female w

The discrepancy betweenNOSENKO’s description. 

■ ■ ' r- '
of the "journalist" and that by/MORONEjis not considered 

particularly significant although NOSENKO appears to be

in error. He probably confused the."West German" with

the "Austrian.

£. [PAUL JENNERj^ [JOHN GARLAND tn)

Pages 185-192 relate to KOSOLAPOV’s trips to Helsinki

PAUL JENNER OHN GARLAND! cases. It is stated there!
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.. ' T'

that NOSENKO claimed KOSOLAPOV traveled' to Helsinki in early

1960 for a double purpose (1) to probe for a new way to get in

touch with American code clerks and. (2) to make contact with i
PAUL JENNERj^o'was to come to Moscow via Helsinki .' NOSENKO

claimed to have read KOSOLAPOV’s report indicating that he

had 

to

on

by

made contact with ie train trip, from Helsinki

Moscow.' It was noted that in fact

the train manifest for ^rch 31

is.listed

960, and the-alias used

KOSOLAPOV is listed on the manifest for
V
I960. Thus

KOSOLAPOV could not have contacted/jENNER'7on the train^®^

It was concluded that the discrepancies indicated

NOSENKO was neither KOSOLAPOV’s supervisor nor supervisor 'over 

all KGB operations against code clerks. This conclusion- was.

strengthened by the fact that NOSENKO could not recall a trip 1

7 r- .M- ’ . :
by KOSOLAPOV to Helsinki iniNovemberl 1960, at which time he

apparently returned to Moscow on the same, train with£jOHN GARLAND^ j

NOSENKO emphatically denied, that KOSOLAPOV had traveled to Helsinki <

except In connection'; with the case. It was,concluded that
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■' T

. this denial is fatal to his, claims that he was KOSOLAPOV’s.

supervisor and supervised all operations against. American

code clerks

. COMMENT On November 6, 1967, (N-13), NOSENKO submitted

comments concerning KOSOLAPOV’s trip to Helsinki similar 

to.that information previously furnished by him. On ..

June 1, 1968, (N-200), he Insisted KOSOLAPOV made . 
contact/, wi thj^ENNER^ train trip to Moscow

and. wrote a report to this effect when he returned-.

This discrepancy has not been clarified

With regard to KOSOLAPOV’s second trip to

Helsinki it is noted that it took place. at about

the same time NOSENKO traveled to Cuba. It is also

the train

KOSOLAPOV

there was

GARLAND jo^nied that he was contacted on

by any Russian, despite the fact that 
.< ■ ' ■ . . . . . . '

apparently rode the same train. Since

no approach tojC^LAN^km^ -"important

' ' happened oh the train, it is not considered Ad 
' : ' . ' • I /

' 1.22
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Inconceivable that NOSENKO just never was advised

of[morone

of KOSOLAPQV's trip. There appears to be nothing

sinister about his denial of knowledge of this trip^L(U)

^JOSEPH MORONE]W

Pages 193-199 relate to the KGB operation against

j^t is stated that NOSENKO is apparently unaware ■ 

xual involvement with friends of KGB agent SVETLANA

' IVANOVA at the apartment of SARWAT EL SHAZLY, his illicit currency 

dealing with PIETRO CECCHI and his relationship with ELLAUMANBTS. 

It was also stated that NOSENKO erred In relating, the.East German

female agent sent to the American House to^ORONE
this'

incident occurred later. It was concluded that this case

Indicates NOSENKO was not supervisor of all KGB operations

against American code clerks

COMMENT
As indicated above [^RONE^^s’^^urni shed Information

regarding his relationship with a West German journalist 

who is undoubtedly one of the East German girls brought 

to Moscow by GRYAZNOV, one of whom posed as a West German

correspondent as related by NOSENKO.
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On January 11, 1968, (N-92), NOSENKO gave a

written summary which was basically

the same as his previous, information.; but added that .

MORONE^anri a U. S. Marine in 1961 met out in the city

of Moscow, a female agent who worked at American House.

and her girl friend. They went to a restaurant and 

about one or two o'clock in the morning returned to 

the American Embassy (or American House)/-where the

girls remained until morning'. He also related that

'' m . ■ ' * ■
s not approached by KGB primarily because

onsidered more important and KGB did

not want to prejudice that.case

On April 6, 1968, (N-177),: NOSENKO- stated that

he believed that.the Marine.who went to the restaurant.

wi th^MORONEpas [BEGG Yurt her: that SARWAT. EL SHAZLY ‘

also

recall what it was^'^’^
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ET . ’ ■'

On May 7. 1968, (N-190), NOSENKO stated that

girls working in the American House were reporting 

onjwRONE^l^ was particularly friendly with 

SVETLANA IVANOVA. He said. PIETRO CECCHI also

reported "pieces of Information" about

NOSENKO did not know of any black market dealings 

between CECCHI and (MORONEjj/^ He stated that the. 

photographs bf|MORONE^|^t^ the Polish girl were

Considered insufficient to compromise -him'and KGB

wanted to create something more, possibly photographs 

with Russian girls. IVANOVA was considered as a

prospect in this connection and she and:her - girl

a Marine in a restaurantfriend had met

and thereafter spent the night in the "flat" of one

of the Marines. At this time he stated that the Marine ■

with
ORONEjon this occasion was possibly^ARCIA|^2 i

It is noted that. ^en Interviewed

on October 16, 1962, he furnished information .

. regarding his intimacy with ^e friend of. SVETLANA
r

RET

IVANOVA in the apartment of^MORRIS ZW

125
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t¥p sEds
He stated that also present and ■■

presumably was intimate with SVETLANA. He

also met.threerelated that he and

Russian girls in SARWAT’s apartment but were not

intimate with them. (This is inconsistent with .

data set forth on page 198 of the CIA paper, 

^ORON^^il^ exchanging currency with ' ■

PIETRO CECCHI but claimed that these exchanges did

not exceed $200 or $300

Thus, contrary to the CIA paper, NOSENKO is h,

aware of^ORONE's
W) <• ; ",
exual involvements and the

East German girl was Involved with MORONEJ^NOSENKO' s

information seems adequate for a supervisor
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9. ^JOSEPH GAFFEYl^^

Pages 203 and 204 relate to ^OSEPH GAFFEY

enlisted man scow who was a target of KGB.' KGB attempted

to lure him into downtown .Moscow using SVETLANA. IVANOVA. It 
was related that NOSENKO stated^AFFEY^^d^efused her invita

tions and KGB had no derogatory information regarding him.

It was also noted that during a State Department security

i nterview (GAFFEYjaml^ted being intimate with IVANOVA at the

American House and at her apartment; that she had told him that 

she was pregnant and asked .for money for am abortion. ;

scussed with NOSENKO onCOMMENT:

January 27, (N-113), and April 6, 1968, (N-177),

but he could furnish no additional information. 
It is noted, however, that^AFFEYj^ State

Department interview on July 27, 1962, stated that

he was first Intimate with IVANOVA in his room on

December 27, 1961. and was intimate with her in

her apartment on approximately three occasions thereafte
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She told him she was pregnant about May 1, 1962, 

and he was transferred from. Moscow-during that 

month. NOSENKO transferred from the. American . . 

Embassy Section in early January, 1962, and thus 

would logically not have knowledge of ^AFiFEY' sJ^[ |^ 

intimacy with IVANOVA.J

}£o. JOHN ABIDIa£||^^

. Pages 205-220 relate to' the Security Officer - 

JOHN ABIDJAN and the KGB operations against him,. NOSENKO . 

had furnished detailed information regarding thia case which * 

Included data indicating that a female KGB.agent-TATYANA 

FEDOROVICH was used t6 place "metka" (an odorless substance) 

on.ABIDJAN'S clothing,'. Later this substance was found' on 

letters mailed bv ABIDJAN and traced to him. It is stated 

that ABIDJAN had no maid until 16 months after his arrival 

in Moscow and FEDOROVICH did not become employed by him until 

July, 1961. It was concluded therefore.that FEDOROVICH could 

not have applied metka as claimed by NOSENKO which resulted 

in the interception of the letter mailed .by ABIDJAN on-April 
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employed at the Aime of

1961

issue with NOSENKO's

’ - SEQ^T

1961, and'probably she was not yet 

his mailing of a letter on July 2,

The -CTA paper also takes

statements regarding ABIDJAN’S visit to a dead drop.site

on December 30, 1961. NOSENKO claimed to have read the initial 
* *

surveillance report covering this visit, to haVe visited the

site, himself and to have reviewed reports covering observation

of the.site for approximately three months. It was concluded

that . NOSENKO. was . not ABIDJAN' S case officer...

A

COMMENT NOSENKO was interviewed concerning ABIDJAN on

May 1, 1968, (N-187), and stated that KGB knew that 
- ■'
MYRA KEMMERJW female employee of the American

Embassy, was ABIDJAN'S mistress. TATYANA FEDOROVICH * ’ IT*I.

was jKEMMER's^aid and was sent tn ABIDJAN'S apartment 

by jiEMMER^^ clean his apartment. This agent placed

"metka’’, on his clothing as early as I960.fife/.

• ? / K ’
ABIDJAN was subsequently interviewed by a

representative of CIA and confirmed that this maid --- ~----—•  ----- --- —~~——- - —.—  —      ——{
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.disclosed that the name following number 33 was

Flubin following 34 was

‘ 35 was (WILL .BURTINI^ following' 36 was'

e other two names were of KGB case

'officers, who NOSENKO stated were undoubtedly, the ■

' r -iKl Vcase officers of(LUBIbHand stated that

these were four individuals of Interest to PETROV

and. the-2nd Section was interested in placing

microphones against them. (This, is discussed later

in this paper under; New Information

therein,

and as indicated

been identified.

They were in the USSR in 1961|Tn connection with

USIA exhi bition ad been in contact, with components

ofcIA<^
Tne above information would appear to be a

plausible explanation as to how NOSENKO came into
*

possession of the list of microphones. .
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the Embassy. He furnished information possibly

pertinent to this matter on March 22, 1968, (N-168). ,

He stated that in 1961 the First Department had initiated 

'planning in connection with the 'establishment of an

.apartment across the street from the American Embassy 

which was to contain some special.equipment. This

. equipment was to be provided by the Department of

Defense which would supply experts to operate it. This 

operation was discussed.with offleers of/OTU and . IL

t reference was made to checking on waves or short .: *

waves. The planning resulted from coordination of 

the coverage of.all western attaches under YEVGENIY ;

NIKOLAYEVICH ALESHIN, Deputy Chief of the 1st ■

Department, who was supervising it. KOVSHUK, Chief

of the. 1st; Section did not handle it. In the late 
1950’sor early 1960’s the^st Sectipnj^^ the 2nd ; . ' 

Department had found out ghat the Sri ti shower IP '

r— . ' ' -
| .monitoring GRU radio transmissions.f The ,monitoring .

was done from thejBrf ti sh Embassy! and a cottage owned 

. ■ -
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by thefBritish 1961 discussicns.were held

regarding checking of the [American cottage as well as 

the American Embassy : .

. NOSENKO also stated- that the Ministry of \ 

Defense had a permanent post behind the American 

Embassy which was not related to the above matter.

When.NOSENKO went with VENYAMIN KOSLOV to visit

surveillance posts of the 1st Department, 7th ■ 

Directorate,, located.around the American Embassy, 

KOSLOV pointed out the building where, the Ministry 

of Defense monitoring post was located. This post 

had been set up prior to 1961,

On March 26, 1968, (N-169), NOSENKO expressed

the opinion that the new installation which was

planned in 1961 was not related to either the

British coring or the permanent post of;the

Mir^st.xy^of_Defen^ a different kind of

technique< ■ ■ . ' : -
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s Knowledge of CIA Personnel^ 9

Pages 240-248 relate to NOSENKO’s knowledge of CIA

personnel:' within the American Embassy. It was noted that NOSENKO

claimed that he would necessarily know whom the KGB knew or - 

suspected as CIA officers. NOSENKO had stated that[BORIS KLOSSON

was considered to be the OTA resident ad no connection

with CIA.) ABIDJAN was considered a CIA officer on the basis of

his conduct. (He was a State Department officer who was utilized

by CIA and. was, in effect, the CIA res IB
was correctly identified as being connected with CIA. {LEWIS

BOWDENj^np according to NOSENKO was suspected of being, a CIA 

officer, had no affiliation with CIA.. The same was true of

RICHARD FUNKHAUSER. WILLIAM HORBALY was correctly, identified

by NOSENKO as being connected with CIA, as was GEORGE. WINTERS?

According to NOSENKO, STANLEY BROWN j ZwiLLIAM ^MORELlTlM m 

■ 4XP - ■- ' .

EUGENE MAHONEY id PAUL GARBLER were not suspected by KGB. -.(They '

were CIA employees.)

GARBLER were known to

The paper noted that- both^MORELlJ^d

;KGB as CIA officers although this was

apparently unknown to NOSENKO. _GARBLER was known, as a CIA' officer

to GEORGE BLAKE.
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. COMMENT: On January 27, 196? (N-113), NOSENKO was shown

a list of names including some American and Soviet

... employees of the American .Embassy. He. recognized the

name of RICHARD FUNKHAUSER, stated he was suspected of

.connections wi th American intell igence and VYACHESLAV ...

. ALEKSANDROVICH KUSKOV was working against him. Concerning

. the name
R t a t ed. that/WASHENKO 

. Inuin—omb
h

. ("Agriculture Attachepn-' the .American Embassy' and HmaiTed 

letters", and was considered to be connected with '

. . American intelligence^^

Tn connection with NOSENKO *’.s statements' regarding

IklossonTp 

("DAVI D MARK

t t<! suggested that the

had been regarded

resident, would be sufficient for

fact he replaced

by KGB as. the CIA

KGB'' to consider that.

'as^onnected with CIA despite the fact-coverage

: of his activities disclosed no clandestine operations

It is also noted that PAUL GARBLER did not arrive

in Moscow until November 29, 1961. Information

identifying him as an American intelligence officer^
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would undoubtedly have been in possession of FCD ;

but there is no assurance that it would have come to

NOSENKO’s attention prior to his departure from the 

1st Section, 1st Department, SCD in January, ,1962. 

It is suggested that FCD would have been-very careful 

in dissemiriating information received .from FCD agent 

GEORGE BLAKE prior to BLAKE's apprehension bythe 

British

jf 5. (ROBERT BARRE

On page 248 it is stated- that NOSENKO did not know

of'p?OBERT. BARRETT'^contacts wi th homosexual agents VOLKOV and

YEFREMOV in 1961 although NOSENKO claimed to have been their 

case officer at. that time■

COMMENT: Elsewherenn this paper NOSENKO’s relations.

with these two agents is set forth in some detail. .;

NOSENKO stated that he possibly did not know; of all 

contacts these homosexuals made With Americans. On

November 14, 1967, (N-22b); NOSENKO described in

some detail the^BARRETTjcase indicating that these 
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two agents were used in 11959 I to Sct compromising 

photographs of ^ARRETTj^T^e compromising materials 

were furnished to the' 2nd Section of the 1st

Department which recruited him when he returned

to the USSR In(i960 or 1961J®TETROV, Chief of 

the 2nd Section, toldNOSENKO that[fiARRETflnad^

admitted connections with American Intelligence;

that'his task'was to find Russians for future

recruitment.. The 2nd Section was preparing some 

individuals (to'serve. as. double,■ agents) The-- ■

case officer was VADIM UDILO

F-

The fact that the 2nd. Section was handling

the case in .1961 may well explain why NOSENKO would

riot be aware contacts with, these

two homosexual agents

^16. NOSENKO's

On page.254 it

to the United'. States end

Travel to CubaJ Qtlj

is stated that NOSENKO*s. planned trip

his travel to Cuba damaged his claim'

that he was supervising operations against Embassy code clerks

in 1960. It was indicated that with, active operations - going h
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COMMENT: On November 4, 1967, (N-10a), NOSENKO furnished

basically the same information concerning the Bulgarian 

trip, set forth in the CIA paper. The fact, that there ... 

was no apparent necessity for the Bulgarian Minister 

of Interior to request a KGB officer for consultation

is not a reasonable basis..for Indgihg this account to

be untrue. UY

18. Transfer to 7 th De

On page260 it is stated that' NOSENKOdated his 

transfer to the 7th Department, from the 1st Department as 

occurring before, the. defection of GOLITZYN which he dated as
*

mi d-January,

was December

COMMENT: ..

1962, despite being advised, that the. correct date

16, 1961^^^ (U)

NOSENKO during interview oh March 6, 1968,

(N-157), recalled that KGB had sent.a cable to

Helsinki after GOLITZYN’s defection instructing that 
the. residency make contact with/TREISFREUN^^o^Yiyrn

him. NOSENKO and KOVSHUK contacted TAPABRIN of

FCD to arrange for the cable to be sent. KOVSHUK
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and NOSENKO were Chief and Deputy Chief of 1st

Section, 1st Department,. It appears that his

previous recollection of transfer before GOLITZYN’s

defection was in error.

NOSENKO’s Knowledge

On page 261 it. is. stated

w
of[morell] and {GARLAND

that NOSENKO* s apparent

ignorance of KOVSHUK’s relations MORELL Hind KOSOLAPOV* s

te his contention that he would have ■

known of all KGB recruitment att

COMMENT During the April 10, 1968, (N-178) , interview,*" f
NOSENKO stated that KUSKOV had. the fi 1 e cfnJ^REL^^Sp /

. , - / ''Wi). ' ' ' :
was the(EconomicfAdvisor at the Embassy. He advised j

he never heard anything particular about
With reeard tofRARI.ANnftos^^ on Apri 1 6, 196S

(N-177), stated KOSOLAPOV had his file; however, NOSENKO

insisted that he.had.no knowledge of KOSOLAPOVs tpip■ ;

■■
to Helsinki in- connection with/GARLANDrand he would ■

. have known about it if anything important developed

It is noted thatICARLANDLdenies any recruitment
■ ' - ' I ■' ~

approach. iMn
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On April 22, 196R, (N-1R4), NOSENKO stated 

that he could not make aflat statement that he 

would have known of any recrui tmehts in the American/ 

Embassy during the 1955-59 period but believed he 

would have heard of them. He would Have known of 

any such recruitments in 1960-61. He believed he 

would also have known of any recruitments in the 

1962-63 period because he saw GRYAZNOV frequently 

and GRYAZNOV talked freely because NOSENKO helped ;

him.advance from Senior Case Officer in January, . 1962\ 

to Deputy Chief of Section 1, then Chief of Section I, 

and then Deputy Chief of Department 1 about August

or September, 1963

' In .view of NOSENKO’s stated knowledge. of^MORFLl" 

and ^ARLAND^^^the nff i cers who had •thei r cases andS 

since there is no evidence that either/was\the subject 

of a recruitment approach or other- important .

development,/i t i s submitted that.his lack of knowledg
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of KOVSHUK's relationship with

KOSOLAPOV’s trip to Helsinki does, not refute .his.

contention that he would have known of all important

developments pertaining to the 1st Section, 1st ■

-Department In 1960-61W .-J

( F. Assignment to the 7th Department/ , J \

/ - ■ January, 1962  - January, 1964/ W

. . Pages 263-333 pertain to NOSENKO's. claims of 

assignment to the 7th Department during 1962-64, first as 

Section Chief of .the American-British Commonwealth Section
*

to July, 1962, and thereafter . as Deputy-Chief of the 7th ' 

Department until his .defection. It was concluded his claims 

are not credible.

' NOSENKO’s Substitute, as Chieff/^ .

On page 265 it is stated that NOSENKO claimed he had ?

no Deputy Section Chief and did not Indicate who was assigned

his duties in his absence.

COMMENT; ■' On Jul/ 3, 1968, (N-207.) ,. NOSENKO.. specifically

stated that V. G. DERA was the officer whom he designated
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to act as Section Chief during, his absence. ' He .

also utilized NOSKOV in this capacity oh occasiohXi

■' s Contacts with

it is ’stated that

■ iyj. ■
On page 266 in discussing theIARSENE FRIPPEIj case 

erted he met NOSENKO in Odessa in

February, 1962, which NOSENKO flatly, denies.

COMMENT On November 4, 1967, (Nr10b),:NOSENKO wrote

cone FRIPPELFca FRIPPELReturned

to the, USSR in 1962 with a group of correspondents

and "I have seen him twice. Tn■March, 1963, 'Artur’

/ . - ■ Wu'
(FRIPPEL) on the ship ’Olympia’ waslMn Odessa, where

T .flew and have seen him." Whether NOSENKO .saw.him

in Odessa in February,.1962,. has not-been clarified

' VOLKOV and ^WILLIAM J.: ZUBOJjj^j'^j

. page 267 .'it is. stated that. NOSENKO..is apparently

uninformed regarding the use of VOLKOV in a KGB entrapment

operation against American touri stHHLLTAM J. ZUBON
|juiiiir—'

July,

. 1962.
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COMMENT; .This has not been clarified but as indicated

above, NOSENKO stated -that VOLKOV and YEFREMOV may

have had contacts with Americans without, advising

ZUBON* sJ&S was
him. On July 27, 1968

included in a list displayed to NOSENKO. He failed

to recognize 11. fwaj .\ '

, /4. MARINA RYTOVaJ^^ ■

On page 268, it is stated that NOSENKO. claims, that.

he was officially registered as the case officer of MARINA.

RYTOVA until his defection in 1964 although, she had.obtained 

a. Job.at the Communist Party Central Committee school and had

■

ceased.all agent work.

COMMENT; ' On September 2, 1968, (N-218), NOSENKO 

stated .that although RYTOVA was no longer being 

used, her file had not been retired^and he was 

still considered the case.officer until his 

defection.
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E. JOHNSON

. Pages 268-272 relate

^It i s- stated on page

to the. KGB. entrapment of |w. E.

27 2 -that al though ^JOHNSON^ $ O

apparently confirmed NOSENKO's role, NOSENKO's version of

the case is incompatible with what must have been, the actual

time frame.

within five

It. was pointed out' that according to hi s version, 

days of [JOHNSON' KGB would have discovered

he was a homosexual! . concluded he was a threat, after intercepting

his letters, and arranged his: entrapment. The rapid pace of 

events suggests that his homosexuality was. already.', known; to- A ;

KGB. .Therefore,: NOSENKO's participationcontradicts his '

assertions about the'timing..of his transfer from the American. 

Department . .. „

COMMENT:. On November 7., 1967 , and .March 6 and 7, 1968,

.(N-15, N-157 , N-159)/ NOSENKO discussed the 

case, furnishing.basically the same, information . ..

previously furnished. He added-that DERA was.the

case . of fleer ,;f or thi s. case and DERA had. posed as. The

Administrator of the hotel in whi ch/JOHNSOnIwas registered
156 ' ■ .■ \ .
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took the "akt” from him and then brought him to 

NOSENKO who obtained the agreement not to criticize

the: Soviet Union-

On September 2, 1968, (N-218), NOSENKO stated 

that the homosexual- agents YEFREMOV and VOLKOV 

spotted pOHNSON jsoch after, hi s arrival... At. about 

the same ■ time hi s letters were Intercepted. .. . KGB < 

had no advance information coricernirig his homosexuality.

Considering NOSENKO’s limited role inithis matter 

and: his claimed position as Chief: of Section, It s.eem^ 

that his recall, of thi s matter. 1 s adequate. .' With regard 

to the rapid pace of the operation., it i s believed ' that

KGB is certainly, capable bf;. moving rapidly when ,

necessary. ..NOSENKO’s. account does, not. appear.: .

. . implausible.

Jj. TwiLLIAM CARROLE JONES^St' .

A ' : '' ' '
On pages 272-273 the[WILLIAM CARROLL JONESfbCse is

L—•
discussed. Tt is stated that NOSENKO’s ignorance of/j'oNES’|&

Bible smuggling'and the fact that hi s activi ties ;h.ad been /
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publicized in the Soviet press indicates that he had no

intimate connection with this case

COMMENT: On May 25, 1968, (N-198), NOSENKO related that

when he returned to the 7th Department as Chief of

Section 1 he was shown, at his request, materials

on Section 1 cases which' included the

was suspected of intelligence connections;

however, NOSENKO disagreed with this conclusion.

■ ■
Al though pONES fwas involved with a girl he carefully *-

turned off the lights during intimacies and .was not.

successfully photographed; he drank with her in

restaurants and gave .gifts to Baptists; he had

indicated he would, return to the USSR and .consideration"

was given to covering him again at that time

. NOSENKO identified the photograph, which was

■ ■ r* ■ tl / tU) ■ ' ■ .
supplied by|JONESfpf the girl with whom he,was involved

.LUDMILA BUGAEVA, and said he had. seen her a,couple of

times
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Considering NOSENKO’s position and connection ■ 

with this case, his recall appears adequate.

^7 . ' KGB Officers in Geneva

Lages 279,-280 discuss NOSENKO's comments regarding

KGB officers within the Soviet delegation to Geneva in 1962.

It; was noted he' identified only.01 EG GRINEVSKIY as having a.

connection with KGB although he described A. K. KISLOV and V. G..

FILATOV. It was'stated that CIA tentatively identified all three 

of these Soviets as KGB officers. KISLOV.was observed in KGB 

operational activity in Washington and Moscow; FILATOV, served . .

as an alternate contact in France with the KGB agent. GEORGE '
PAQUES, sh i ntell i genceJ^^oVted that GRINEVSKIY handled j

a^ritish double. agent^^On page 280 it is noted that NOSENKO ” ' i 

reported in 1964 for the first time that KISLOV had been a ■ ' ■

KGP operational contact in the U. S. and had. been introduced,^.- .

to NOSENKO by a.KGB officer in Moscow prior to their departure .- . / 

for Geneva in 1962
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tras a Section 2 case, but as a part of his duties in Geneva 

as a counterintelligence officer he was to direct BELITSKIY 

only if the Americans should make contact with him. It: was 

stated that ARTEMEV, contrary to NOSENKO's claims, was not 

inexperienced and had been involved with a series of CIA American 

tourist agents in the Soviet Union of which NOSENKO was unaware 

although it occurred in 1958-59. It was also stated that NOSENKO

had limited knowledge of the BELITSKIY case and it.was.concluded

that he did not exercise any supervisory functions XC"J
COMMENT: One of the CIA tourist agents involved with

ARTEMEV was [EDWARD MC GOWAN vas in Russia in

1958. NOSENKO has advised that coverage

was started by 7th Department but 1st Department tjook

the case over after! MG GOWAt^wasWb
served to mail a

letter. Since NOSENKO was in 7th .and ARTEMEV in the

1st, it- is not unreasonable NOSENKO did not know of;;;'

ARTEMEV s connection

Another CIA tourist agent involved with

ARTEMEV traveled on a diplomatic passport.
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NOSENKO stated he was thankful at the time to the 

Americans for continuing the BELITSKIY operation 

although he had exposed it in 1962

On August 1, 1968, (N-213), NOSENKO stated 

ARTEMEV was selected as Security Officer, for the 

delegation because he knew English and French. The 

2nd Section did not have anyone with language 

capabilities. This may explain why an officer of 

the 1st Section, would have been given the task of 

directing BELITSKIY in Geneva rather than an officer \ 

of the 2nd Section which handled the case. It is also 

noted that BELITSKIY was the subject of investigation. 

However, NOSENKO in the current interviews' does not 

claim that ARTEMEV was inexperienced or that he 

(NOSENKO) exercised any supervisory functions of

ARTEMEV*s handling of BELITSKIY.

>n page 290 it is stated that NOSENKO was unaware

thatplORST BRAUNslhad ,corresponded with a girl friend in Leningrad

W:
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and that she had spent a week with^BRAUNS~~|in Moscow during 

which the recruitment attempt was made by KGB^

. COMMENT: On September 2, 1968, (N-218), rlOSENKO stated

that, he did not know about the girl friend of ^BRAUNS

He said thus was probably known to KRUPNOV, his

subordinate, who was the case officer. Considering

NOSENKO’s limited participation in. the case, his lack

of knowledge of the girl friend does not seem unusual.

W. PAVEL FEDOROVICH SHAiaW

On page 291 it is concluded that NOSENKO did not

direct the investigation of PAVEL FEDOROVICH SHAKHOV in Geneva 

in 1962. The SHAKHOV case is discussed on pages 276-278 and 

it is noted therein that NOSENKO claimed SHAKHOV was not and

never had been a KGB officer. It was stated that RASTVOROV had

identified him as a KGB officer, PETROV and DERYABIN reported A.

that his photograph was familiar, BOURBON identified him as ah

’’employee’! of KGB, an FBI source said he’was a pure diplomat and 
(U) . ' ■ '

SHAMROCK! said he was still under suspicion.
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f r ■ ■ W -Uj
(It is noted that /SHAMROCK^ described SHAKHOV as an 

agent rather than an officer of KGB.)

COMMENT; - .. NOSENKO was interviewed concerning SHAKHOV on

i

February 24, 1968, (N-108) , and related that he was a
X

diplomat in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs from the 
* •

1930’s and before that had worked for the Young

Communist League in Leningrad. In the 1940’s he

had worked for the Soviet "Embassy" in. the USA and_

was an FCD agent with the code name "RICHARD”. In the 

1950’s KGB stopped work with him as an agent and put his

file in the archives. He participated in many meetings 

and conferences relating to disarmament. In the late 

1950’s KGB started a "checking file" on him because 

he was suspected of connections with American

Intelligence and there was a "signal" indicating

a connection with the. American diplomat (MARK.J^f (U| •

Because of these suspicions, in 1962 a plan was prepared

to check him. and NOSENKO was sent to Geneva as securi

1'66
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This suspicious behavior was somehow connected with

[DAVID MARKjwho had worked in Moscow and who was known

as an active intelligence officer. KGB decided

SHAKHOV must be an agent or contact

In addition, SHAKHOV was close to one

(possibly

employed by the United Nations) who was suspected

of connection with American, British,and Israeli

Intelligence and was also at one time connected with 

Soviet Intelligence. Investigation of SHAKHOV had *- 

■ ■
been initiated before 1962, possibly 1960 or 1961.

After NOSENKO’s 1962 report regarding coverage in 

Geneva, PETR IVANOVICH MASSYA was later sent to , 

Geneva with a delegation and also checked SHAKHOV 

negatively. ■'

NOSENKO commented that, although the file was p 

closed, any KGB officer who would be present at any. 

conference attended by SHAKHOV would be told to keep

an eye on him. Also SHAKHOV would never be trusted
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and would not be reinstated as an agent of

With regard to the identification of

KGB.

SHAKHOV

by the defectors mentioned above it is noted that

were in a position to_have

accurate knowledge of his connection with KGB and

both identified him as a former agent rather than an

. officer

- ,JOHN SHUBIN fcV

. ' On page 296-297 the [jOHN SHUBINjcase is discussed.

■ r . ;
NOSENKO claimed that[SHUBINivisited the Soviet Union in 1958-59

■

was placed under KGB surveillance, was observed in a Ministry

of Defense automobile and GRU later admitted to KGB he was of

interest to GRU. Subsequently in 1962 while NOSENKO was reviewing

a list of foreign visitors he noted/SHUBIN1srname and prohibited

additional KGB investigation because of GRU’s interest. The paper 

asserted- that^SHUBIN^^d ^ko valid U. S. passport between 1940 .And

June, 1961, and if he visited the Soviet Union during that

period it was not as an American tourist under his true name.

Consequently he could not then have been the tourist target of the.
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7 th

was

Department as NOSENKO claimed. If NOSENKO was mistaken and 
referring to[SHUBIN*s|”f961 visit he could not have noticed

his name while.reviewing tourist*lists because NOSENKO was in

the American Department at that time.

COMMENT: This case has not been clarified .but no

ulterior motive is seen in NOSENKO’s insistence 

that’the first- incident occurred in 1958-59, if it 

were not true.' His insistence can only raise 

questions concerning the accuracy of his 

recollections.

12. LEE HARVEY OSWALD <X

On page .309 it is stated that NOSENKO’s apparent 

ignorance of LEE HARVEY OSWALD’S communications with the Soviet

Embassy in Washington (in efforts to return to the USSR in 1963) 

discredits his claim to complete knowledge of all aspects of the 
•; 'j

KGB relationship with OSWALD.

COMMENT: This matter has not been completely clarified

1 . ' / although.NOSENKO’s lack of cognizance of this'matter

would not appear to seriously discredit him. OSWALD' 
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With further reference, to the 1957-59

cases-,• NOSENKO.stated on.July 27, 1968, (N-212)

that -there' was no time- limi’tatibh put on BOBKOV* s 

request., He wanted a list of - recruitment s 

and.-the list was.’prepared from-available files, 

.recollections ;-of of fleers etc. without reference 

. to ye ar of recruitment.

Pages 324 and. 3.25'relate to the 'recall telegram and 

it-is note'd that. NOSENKO alleged that a -telegram-had been' 

received'by.-the KGB Residency in .Geneva on 'February 4, 1964, 

■ordering NOSENKO to return to Moscow-. -Eventually NOSENKO

retracted this assertion- and -stated that .there was no recall

telegram;• that he invented'-the ...telegram to .hasten'his defection 
It is' stated that Qpecial intelligence^^ not confirm the 

.existence of the recall telegram but. SCOTCH reported on

February-20,■1964, that the-KGB ..resident in New York had < 

advised members of the. ■Residency on/February 18 or 19,-1964, 

concerning',-the content; of telegrams received from KGB’ 

. . .
* 1W-SE
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other officers of 7th Department examined 

the document to assess the effect its dis-' 

closure to the Americans by GOLITZYN would 

have on 7th Department case

■NOSENKO described the document as 

ten or twelve pages in length and stated 

it contained the names of several foreigners 

against whom 7th Department was working or 

planned to work. He volunteered that the

nameiBARTHELJ^njwas one of the names in

the document and stated he did not think 

it contained the names of any recruited 

agents but only suspects or those- 7th 

Department was interested in recruiting 

in the future. Go

It is clear from the above that

NOSENKO not only had knowledge of data 

received from FCD regarding use of tourists 

by American Intelligence, but he also/
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document for I treatment of venereal disease.

However, he continued as a member of the 

Komsomol until, the year was up and kept the 

card for some period after his birthday.

'*NOSENKO described the.Komsomol unit as 

very small, consisting of approximately 17 

people. The Secretaries of most of the 

Departments were females. Dues were collected 

every month and there was some type of meet

ing every month. NOSENKO did not remember 

the name of the Secretary of the KGB Komsomol 

but stated that he dealt with MARAT SOKOLOV, 

a member.of the Collegium of the Komsomol . 

Bureau who was supervising the Komsomol organ-

On April 22, 1968, (N-184), NOSENKO 

stated he was chosen as Secretary of the 

SCD Komsomol Unit at a meeting in Septembe

s^6et
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previously failed to acknowledge that he knew some of these

individuals. NOSENKO's current reactions to their names or

photographs are set forth below(^^A) 

A. A. LEBEDE^fe^, 

Tage 362 'P ™

On December 2, 1967, (N-52), NOSENKO was shown a

list of names which included(I.A. LEBEDEV e said he knew 

LEV LEfiEDEvf^o^ a Deputy to the Chief of the Special

Section, SCD but he did not know [a.A. LEBEDEV^

Vv.A. ZAYTSEV*] 0^^)

|Page 364

On February 1.5, 1968, (N-135), NOSENKO said he knew

of some ZAYTESEVs but did not know.this one whose photograph

shown.

.P. KULEBYAKIN 
age 370 -MB)

On April 26, 1968, (N-186), NOSENKO said^KULEBYAKIN

was well known but he did no

<FIRST NAME
? age 37 2 •B ■

NOSENKO made no comment' when this name was mentioned

to him on November 14‘(N-23), and. December 2, 1967, (n-51)

ET
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kAlugul 4
age 373

NOSENKO made no comment regarding this name on

October 31, (N-3) , and November 2.0 (N-33)

VLADIMIR TULAYEV?.

Page.373

On December 21, 1967, (N-77) , NOSENKO did not recog-.-

nize this name but leter recalled there was an Intourist trans

lator by .the name of TULAYEV

On February 14, 1968, (N-133), NOSENKO, when shown

this photograph stated he had seen this person once or twice.

He did not recall his name but said he was a young: officer of 

FCD who took English examinations with NOSENKO.

YU. N. PERFTLEV

Page 379

On December 15, 1967, (N-73), NOSENKO did not

recognize the photograph of this individual. He said he knew/h?

. I
his father and knew there was a son but he had never seen him*/

ANATOLIY GOLITZYnIz '

. Jtage 383 : .

On November 6, 1967 , _(N-13) , NOSENKO stated that he

was not acquainted with GOLITZYN and did not talk to him.
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GOLITZYN did talk to various other SCD officers.

X.D. AVDEYS
Page 389 -N

On July 20, 1968, (N-211), although he had not

c -Mm
previously recognized AJDEfEV’srpmotograph when displayed to

him, NOSENKO stated he thought this photograph vzas familiar.

It is considered possible that he recalled the photograph

from its previous showing to him.

KGB Din

375 (in Annex A) it is notedOn page SCOTCH stated

that NOSENKO knew many of the Chiefs and Deputies of KGB

Directorates and Departments and would have knowledge of

KGB hierarchy by reason of access to a dining room reserved

A

for Chiefs and Deputies of Departments. The paper stated

that NOSENKO never referred to the dining rooms until

January - March, 1965, when he volunteered that he had eaten

occasionally in the Chief's dining room.

COMMENT: On November 2.4, 19 67 , (N-39), while

discussing VASILIY ROMANOVICH
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current interrogations have clarified practically all of

these

Page 399 refers to a case involving ACTOR

It indicates that NOSENKO said he was a valuable FCD. agent who

traveled overtly to Western Europe and thereafter clandestinely

to the JJSSR.

COMMENT: This case was referred to in notes brought

out by NOSENKO in 1964. FBI translated the

name in these notes as "EKTER." On December 8,

1967, (N-60), NOSENKO translated the name "ECTOR"

but acknowledged it could be "ACTOR." He related 

that he had noted this name when a representative 

of the FCD had complained to the 7th Department,

SCD, that this name had been included in a 

communication sent by Intourist through the 

open mails to various Soviet stations abroad.

FCD was afraid its valuable agent would be

compromi sed..
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.. NOSENKO believed the agent.had travelled

to the USSR just prior to the protest.

The translation of the name as "ECTOR"

by NOSENKO has produced a more likely suspect

x— . (U)
thanj_VERNON W. PROCTOR ^preferred to in the

CIA paper. /This individual is(JOSEPH FORTE

ECTOR. JR January 25, 1936, at Houston, /
fT~exasJ^ie was a communications technician

with the United States Air Force in .Germany

from “ April',.;. 1957 , to'March, 1961. (GABRIELLE

HAMMERSTEI N*Op® t ed that a Soviet officer

with whom she was in contact requested that

she obtain biographic data concerning various

individuals in West Berlin, one of whom was

r - ..JOSEPH FORTE ECTOR, JRj^Tt appears that this

'' r
request was made of HAMiTERSTEINj^out February,

1961. Investigation disclosed that he is

currently an employee of NSA but no record

Of travel since his return to the United States 

in March, 1961, has been located.
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ROBERT ARMSTRONG

On page

no source for his

COMMENT: On

o

402 it is indicated that NOSENKO.provided

information regarding ^OBERT ARMSTRONG

W)
November 14, 1967, (N-22c), NOSENKO

stated he had heard from GRYAZNOV that the

. -Mm
1st Department suspected ARMSTRONG /was a

homosexual and planned "active" work against

HAROLD BERMA
di'

On page 403 it is stated that NOSENKO did not indicate/

the source of his information on

COMMENT: On August 1, 1968, (N-213), NOSENKO stated

(i '
s in the USSR several times.

He was first of interest to the 7th Depart

ment in 19 57 or 5 8 but later in 19 60, when

he came in connection with the Powers case

he was of interest to 1st Department

P SECRET
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It is noted that NOSENKO was in the

7th Department from 1955 to 1960 and in.

the 1st Department in 1960-61.

On page 407 it is stated NOSENKO.did not indicate

the source or date he acquired information on/ROBERT CHARLES

CHRISTNE

COMMENT;■ On February 16, 1968, (N-141) , NOSENKO

stated that he remembered the name of ^CHRISTNER 

as an auto tourist handled by the 6th Section, 

7th Department, who was arrested in 1960 or

1961. He could recall nothing more

On page 

why he learned of 

-was reviewing the

409 it -is stated that NOSENKO has not explained

only in 1963 when he

files of VOLKOV and YEFREMOV although£FlSK

was in the USSR in 1959 when the/’ were agents of NOSENKO
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COMMENT: . - On February 27, 1968, (N-147), NOSENKO

r- M
said he remembered the name of (FI SK/as a

tourist, possibly a father and son but could

recall nothing more. (It is noted that

NOSENKO's notes in which the name(FISKjwas

included have been de

On page 410 it is stated that NOSENKO indicated no

source for his information on^ERESTON GROVER~| ^=7^ (U)

COMMENT: On March 18, 1965, (N-165), NOSENKO

stated that he got this information from

STEPHEN

On page 413

VLADIMIR XRI VO'SHEI.

F. HOFFMAN

it is stated that NOSENKO claimed to be

in the 7 th Department

target of the 1st Section, 1st

COMMENT: On December 12, 1967, (N-66), NOSENKO

stated that' in June, 1963, GRYAZNOV of 1st

20 8
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Section, 1st Department, had requested. 

NOSENKO ' s (7th Department) assistance, in .. 

obtaining a hotel, room for a homosexual „„ . 

agent who vzas acquainted, with [HO NEMAN st 

Section" desired to obtain photograph ’s. through

the infrared process of the meeting between

the agent and

MELVIN (MARVIN) KANTOR

On page 416 it is stated that NOSENKO did not explain

why the case on/MARVIN IMELVIN)'^ included among; cases

he noted as

in 1960-61.

having occurred while he vzas in the Embassy Section*
* ■ ■

COMMENT: ; As/indicated previously, NOSENKO related

that in 1963 he was requested by a Deputy

Chief of SCD to prepare a paper regarding 

agents of the 7th Department. NOSENKO in

,turn requested three of the Section Chief s?



EantorJWs furnished by EVGENI NOSKOV,

Senior Case Officer, Section 1, 7th

Department, who was acting in absence

of VATALI DERA, Chief of the Section.

This-listing of cases was not confined

to the 1960-61 period but included recruit

ments in other years.

S’ -'KOMAREK^

On page 417 it is stated that NOSENKO's sourcing 

of the lead pertaining tofKAZAN-KOilAREKlhas not been estab- 

r t d li shed. wX

COMMENT: On November 6, 1967, (N-12a), NOSENKO related

that in 1961 or 1962 this individual had con

tacted Intourist with a proposal to send

tourists to the USSR. This,, of course, was

within the responsibilities of 7 th Department :

with which NOSENKO was affiliated in 1962.

■ V
.^RALPH MATLAW] ^(U) ' ' <

On page 417 it is noted that NOSENKO saw information
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pertaining to I RALPH MAILAWjonly when he was reviewing files

of VOLKOV

they were

and YEFREMOV although he was their case, officer when 

in touch wi th (MAILAW? in 1959

COMMENT: It is noted that NOSENKO's notes on 
pdATLAwj^^vcbeen destroyed. This case has not 

yet been discussed with NOSENKO foiv.c^arif

Kl. /PHILIP NIELSEN m .

On page 419 it is stated that NOSENKO claims personal 

knowledge of/^HILIP NIELSEN 'sl^uo^ing with agent ItAMARA

■ -JR '
KUNGAROVA*sr^tather", although he was in the American Embassy

Section at the time.

COMMENT; On September 2, 1968, (N-218.), NOSENKO

stated that he had heard of this meeting through 

another officer. The incident happened after

NOSENKO had turned her over to another case officer.

^2. ^RNMD PECHT^^^^.^ i

On page 420 it is stated that NOSENKO did not indi-’

cate the source of his
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COMMENT:
NOSENKO ' s . notes which pertain t o [p E CHTEr"|^3 IUI

have been destroyed. On May 23, 1968, (N-197),

NOSENKO stated that this case happened in 1959

1

before he went to the 1st Department in’ 1960.

VLADIMIR IVANOV was working against(pECHTER

consideration was given to using GRUSHA, who had

been publicly compromised in the United States in 

the operation. The idea was to photograph^ECHTERj^

with GRUSHA as a means of exerting

- (U)
HECHTER bat a later time. This was

pressure on

a 7 th Depart-

ment case while NOSENKO was in the 7th Department.

On page 421 it is stated that NOSENKO did not indicate

the source of information on

COMMENT: 'On December 5, 1967, (N-54), NOSENKO stated

that the information was obtained from the

special file of the 7th Department in 1963.

WALTER RASK

On page 422 it is stated that NOSENKO did not relate 

the[WALTER RASKLcase to his 19 62-64 service in the 7th Departme

R SECRET
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COMMENT; On November 28, (N-46), NOSENKO stated that

this case was included among- the notes furnished

to him by EVGENI NOSKOV acting for Section

Chief VITALI DERA in 1963 (as noted above!

SPENCER ROBERTS

On page 422 it is stated that NOSENKO did not

indicate his original source of information onfSPENCER

COMMENT; On March..18',' 1968, (N-165) , NOSENKO stated

. that’he did not recall how he learned about

this case but it happened after he left the 

1st Department in January, 1962.

Johanna rossJ^^

On page 423 it is stated that NOSENKO did not

indicate the source of his information on/JOHANNA ROSS 7

COMMENT: On November 10, 1967, (N-18d), NOSENKO 

stated that[ROS S^^^in the USSR as a tourist

in 1959 and an agent of the 3rd Section

.... —---- ---------------—
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. Department, had relations with her at the 

National Hotel which were photographed. w 

In 1962 or 1963 NOSENKO heard from .

GRYAZNOV that she was again in Moscow^s.

a tutor for the American-Ambassador's.. 

childrenrandJlas in ’’close relations"

with a foreign Negro. 1st Department was

planning to approach her and, if successful, . 

to use her against American code clerks

JOHN RUFE

On page 424 it is stated that NOSENKO did not relate

RUFE to his 7th Department service and did not

Indicate the source.Of information

COMMENT: NOSENKO stated on November 28, 1967

(N-46), that this was one of the cases fur

nished by EVGENI NOSKOV in 1963 acting

for VITALI DERA as indicated above

. ^COLLETTE SCHWARZENBACH

On page 425 it is stated that NOSENKO did not recall?
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from whom he had heard about the [COLLETTE SCHWAREENBACHTcase.

COMMENT:■ On March 5, 1968, (N-155) , NOSENKO

stated he saw the file on this case. The

file was still in the 1st Section, 1st

Department, in.1960.

On page.427 it is stated that NOSENKO did not indicate

the source of his information on

COMMENTOn November 28, 1967, (N-46), NOSENKO

advised

above.

this was from NOSKOV as indicated

HOWARD SOCHURE

On page 428 it is stated that NOSENKO did nob

indicate his source of information

COMMENT; On January 10, 1968, (N-91) , NOSENKO

recalled this case while discussing cases

where KGB or GRU officers came under suspicion.

He stated that 7th Directorate surveillanc
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- .... : . .
detected(SOCHUREK|rn contact with a KGE officer.

Such contact had not been previously approved.

This was reported to the Chairman through

regular channels and there was a scandal in

SCD. GRIBANOV personally reprimanded the

involvedofficers

On page 430 it is stated that NOSENKO did not indicate

his source of information onjwiLLIAM TARASKAL^)^^

COMMENT; It is noted that NOSENKO’s notes pertaining

to/T^ASKAjMve been destroyed; however, on 

November 16, 1967, (N-25), NOSENKO stated that 

this case"occurred in 1959 when he was Deputy 

Chief of the 1st Section, 7th Department.

u; '
. The case officer for [ TAR ASK/Jwa s MICHAEL 

VINOGRADOV. On March 29, 1968, (N-174) , 

NOSENKO stated that the Chief of 7th 

Department, DUB AS, had one or two meetings 

with him. He was considered to be recruited^^ 

T^ SE^ET. - 
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but NOSENKO did not know if he ever worked

. for KGB

On page 431 it is stated that NOSENKO did not indicate

his source of information on^CARMEN TORREY'

COMMENT; On February 27, 1968, (N-147), NOSENKO stated

that he remembered this name and that she was

not an American. He said the 2nd Section of

the 7th Department was working against her.

1TH

[CTORREYpras in the USSR January - February 1960)

On page 433 it is stated that NOSENKO did not indicate

the source of his

COMMENT; On November 28, 1967, CN-46) , NOSENKO stated

that this case 

to him in 1963 

VITAL,! DERA as

was among the cases furnished

by EVGENI NOSKOV, acting for

noted above. (W
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On page 434 it is stated NOSENKO has not indicated

the source of his information on

COMMENT: . This was also one of the cases fur

nished NOSENKO by EVGENI NOSKOV as noted

above.

X^5. [RALPH and EVELYN YOUNGER] . .

On page 435 it is stated that NOSENKO did not indicate 

the source of his information on/RALPH and EVELYN YOUNGE^2<B^W8f

J Au)
COMMENT: . On November 25, 1967, (N-41), NOSENKO stated *

’■ """......  A

that they were auto tourists who were caught by 

the 7th Department engaging in intelligence, 

activities but the case was taken over by the 

1st Department when they visited the USSR in 

1961. NOSENKO was Deputy Chief of the 1st 

Section at that time. KOSOLAPOV, who worked

closely with NOSENKO, was directly involved in
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NEW CASES AND NEW OR COWIIMATORY INFORMATION^

Information set forth above regarding the cases 

discussed in the CIA paper has clearly indicated that the 

current series of interrogations'of;NOSENKO in 1967 and . 

1968 have been much more thorough and'have produced 

voluminous information clarifying data obtained from him 

in previous interviews„ Of particular significance, 

however, in addition to that set forth above is information 

obtained during the current series of Interviews which is 

completely new0 Some of the information relates to new cases 

and some of it is new information on cases mentioned previously e*" 

Set forth below is a summary of the most significant data 

in these categories -and additional new and confirmatory data 

obtained during the current interrogation,, This material not 

only suggests that the previous interviews were inadequate ■ 

but also appears significant in assessing the bona fides of
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people of interest to PETROV of the 2nd Section,, These ‘ 
r ’ iWr-

nasr-ss wnt [O^BIN," “SMITH," "WILL BVRTIH^and ["SIPE BWXH.,rp6j(j)

The name A. Ao MIKHAILOV was listed beside the name of [LUBIN 

end Y. E. CHERNETSOV was listed beside the name [SMITH?]

. ■ NOSENKO stated that these were the case officers handling

the cases of/LUBIN/and It Ditto marks under the name

CHEWETSbV suggested that he also was handling the cases 

involving thepURTlNSof^tf'the bottom of the sheet was a name

and some numbers which NOSENKO said was the name "ZAITSEV” and

a KGB telephone numbere

This is new information and so far as is known 

this material had not heretofore been observed or translated

by.

Investigation has disclosed that f’LUBnFj rs probably

identical with/GEORGE LUBIN was in the USSR in connection

with the "Plastics, USA Exhibit” in 1961, which was under the

auspicies of USIA.^/ wr

X- -M-m ■
Li * SIPE BURTIm appear to be identical with a

man and wife who in applications'for passports in April, 1961„ 
*

indicated they planned to depart about April 20, 1961, for a
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business trip of four weeks to Italy, Germany, the Soviet Union

and England.. A subsequent passport application filed by 

fwiLL BURTI^4ndK:ated that he was in Moscow from May 20-29,

1961, for “USIA.”
Inquiry at USIA disclosed that^WILL BURTINj^=—

was given a contract on April 13, 1961, to design, produce

and install the exhibit, ^Medicine, USA’ydn the Soviet Union.

He was instructed, however, on October *20, 1961, to stop work

on the exhibit and travel expenses of $1600 submitted by him 

were disallowe^^^ .

On July 19, 1968, the Director of Security, CIA,

advised that in May, 1961, a component of CIA was in contact

with

F.

iscuss problems in the^medical sclencepfie

however, it was not known whether his services were utilized.

The Director of Security of CIA has also advised that^GEORGE '

LUBIN]w®^of interest to a component

represented his company at a fair in

when he was again scheduled to visit

of CIA in 1959 when he

the USSR and in 1960

the Soviet Union,

s not been identified but may be

identical withj^ALTER BURGESS SMITH, 11 ,1 who was in contact with

T< ;T
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YURI V. ZAITSEV, Attache, Soviet Embassy in Washington in ■ 

1955; became employed by State Department in 1958; was

..detached to USIA in 1959 and assigned to the American 

National Exhibition in Moscow; and is currently a State 

Department employee. The connections of bothQ^BINpmd 
[BURTIN^iUSIA and the fact that they were both of interest

' to CIA are completely consistent with NOSENKO's comments

regarding■the type of cases handled by the 2nd Section and 

with PETROV’s interest in establishing coverage. Thesame ■’..  
would apply to [WALTER BURGESS SMITH, Il^^/he traveled to 

the USSR in 1961. However, it cannot be stated with certainty 

that these are the cases PETROV had in mind dr, if so, whether

they were the only cases in which he was interested at that

On November 27, 1967 (N-43), when shown a list of

American Embassy personnel which included the name /JEROME

■ • jijm - ..
DAVID HOFFMANJ-WSENKO stated there was a military officer

who was in Russia for a short period in 1962 who was of

interest to the 1st Section of the 1st Department which
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■ SEC^T

initiated an operation against him. This man was born in

Russia or his parents were born in Russia and KGB put a 

female agent ’’ELLADA" (KLARA GORBUNOVA) in contact with him 

and NOSENKO believes .that photographs were taken of their 
relations. |^OFFMAN^ the- agent that he would come again 

to Moscow. NOSENKO stated that he was told about this case

by GRYAZNOV. Investigation to identify this individual has

not been initiated but there is no reason to doubt the accuracy 

of NOSENKO’s information

xH. [domenico canalaX^
Al “(T •
On January 13 and 30, April 10, and August 1, 1968, 

NOSENKO furnished information pertaining to this case. On 

January 13 (N-97), he stated that ALEKSANDR STEPANOVICH MALYUGIN 

was working with agent "AMICO" (PIETRO CECCHI), an Italian 

cook working in Spaso House. He said that MALYUGIN had 

another Italian agent who was working in the Argentine Embassy. 

On January 30 (N-114), NOSENKO stated that MALYUGIN recruited J 

an Italian cook of the Argentine Embassy, a friend of PIETRO 

CECCHI, in the late 1950’s. About 1960 or the beginning of 

1961 this agent left Moscow for New York to work as a cook
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SE^T

for the representative of Holland to the United Nations,

This agent’s file was transferred to the 1st Department of

FCD which was planning

On April 10,

to work with him in the Uo So

1968 (bM78); NOSENKO stated that this

Italian agent may have been recruited bn a homosexual "'basis and

had gone to New York to work, as a cook for either the Belgian 

or Dutch'representative to the United Nations„ BORIS IVANOV,

KGB resident in New York, was in Moscow about this time and

was very Interested in this cooko NOSENKO believed^ that he

might recognize the name of this agent

Investigation disclosed that the individual referred 

to by NOSENKO was most likely identical with^DOMENICO CANALA^j^^ 

Italian, born in 1920, who arrived in New York August 31, 1960,

and thereafter served as an employee in the household

- ■ 'A ■_ ___ ,-----------
Ambassador to the United Nations,/

of the ,

Subsequently, in 1961, he began employment as a cook in the

Embassy in Washington, D. C

On August 1, 1968 (N-213), NOSEKNO was shown the 

photographs and names of PIETRO CECCHI anc^DOMENICO CANALaJ^^.j 

at which time he stated that he recogpizedfCANALA*s| name^4? 

■
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and he was the friend of CECCHI recruited by MALYUGIN. He

saidjCANALArhad given “some hint” to MALYUGIN concerning

another. Italian working in another Embassy who was a homosexual.
^CANALA^^^s^lntervievzed by FBI Agents on August 14

and 16? 1968. He.immediately recognized the photograph of

MALYUGIN and related how he had been "set up” in Moscow for

black market activities. An Indian had requested that he

sell some watches. He sold one to a Russian chauffeur and

was in contact with another Russian to sell two more. They

were picked up by KGB and he agreed to additional meetings 

under threat of prosecution. MALYUGIN translated at the time 
of the arrest and subsequently was in contact with/CANAL-A^^ou^

four or five times. Prior to his departure from Russia another

Soviet was introduced to selected.the photograph,

of BORIS SEMONEVICH IVANOV as resembling this individual whom

he saw for about fifteen minutes. Arrangements were made for

r— t auj
subsequent contact in New York butICANALAboid not follow through

In 1961 or 1962 he was contacted by a Soviet in Washington. He

selected the photograph of VLADIMIR PAVLOVICH ZAITSEV as the

Soviet. {CANALA ained that he refused to cooperate with

ZAITSEV and has had no further contact. ar'so denied,
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that he had furnished information to the Soviets in Moscow

but stated that he was afraid not to continue to meet with

On April 2, 1968 (N-176) , NOSENKO stated that while

looking at an encyclopedia he had seen the name of a flower

which reminded him. of a KGB agent with an unusual Jewish name

FIAKSEL. This agent was married to an American furrier. He 

also recalled another furrier whose name was 

another case involving a father and son who were in the tobacco 

business. This father and son were Americans who had traveled *' 

to the -USSR and were of interest to MIKHAIL FEDOROVICH SHISHKIN

of the 7th Department- which had an operation against the son 

involving KLARA K. GORBACHEVA. (NOSENKO later corrected this, 

name to KLARA KONSTANTINOVA GORBUNOVA.।

On April 4{ 1968 (N-176), NOSENKO stated that SHISHKIN

at .one time was Chief of the 1st Section of the 7th Department 
- I

but later was demoted and became a Senior Case Officer in the ' ;

Section handling businessmen in the late 1950's. The case .
■ '' ■ ; ■ ■ . / L -

involving the American tobacco man and his son occurred in the i.

tVp se^et . '
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period 1957“59 and possibly in 1959 „ NOSENKO stated that

possibly the name of the young man was

On April 12, 1968 (N-179), a list of names including 

those of^RYIK OKAYAS/his son[ERY WHITAKER KEHAY^ws’

displayed to NOSENKO* He selected the name stated

he believed this was the name of the father and son previously

' mentioned by him. After seeing the name he recalled that he

name of the young man was^RYjwther than ^ERIC J{
Ie did not

know if a recruitment approach had been made to these individuals

• . -
Investigation disclosed that the/KEHAYA9sTnave been.

■ . in the tobacco business for many years and have traveled 

throughout the world including trips to the USSR* X&J 

‘ . f5* Unknown Subject;

j^werican Owner of Hotel or

On December 15, 1967, (N-73), NOSENKO stated that

when Premier KHRUSHCHEV came to the United States he was

accompanied by various individuals including a Deputy Chief.

' of the 9th Directorate of KGB named SAHNO (or SAKHNO). This •

' . individual dealt vzith managers of hotels and restaurants in

’ connection with KHRUSHCHEV9 s visit. In 1962 an American .tourist,

" .'who was the owner of a hotel or restaurant, probably in

, . ■' . ' TOP SECRET
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York, came to Moscow, and requested through Intourist to see SAHNO. 

SAHNO told NOSENKO.that he knew this man and asked NOSENKO to 

accompany him to a meeting with him. The meeting took.place in 

the.office of ANKUDINOV, Chief of Intourist and VLADIMIR BABKIN, 

Chief of an Intourist Department, was also present. The meeting 

was purely social and, there was no recruitment attempt. On 

March 15, 1968 (N-164), NOSENKO in discussing this case, stated

that this man was probably manager of a hotel and merely wanted 

to see SAHNO out of politeness.^)

Investigation to date has not identified this 

individual. (Note: NOSENKO made reference to this incident * 

while discussing the 9th Directorate on July. 9 or 13, 1964 but 
a separate case was not initiated. W)

j^AM SIDNEY HOLLANDER^

. ' As indicated above NOSENKO mentioned a furrier by the 

name of QIOLLENDER^Jon April 2, 1968.. This case was discussed

with him again on April 4 and 12, 1968 (N-176, 179). He stated 

that he did not know the first name but the man was a furrier--bJ 

who was in the USSR on several occasions. KGB was working

against him in the early 1950’s and possibly also in the late 

1950’s. His case,was handled by the Section in the 7th Department 

which handled businessmen... NOSENKO did not know whether this . /

man had been recruited ,/jQ
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Investigation has disclosed that the individual 

referred to by NOSENKO is undoubtedly [SAM SIDNEY HOLLANDER /J £ 

a fur broker in New York v?ho has made a number of trips to 

the Soviet Union. |HOLLANDER|has been interviewed and has 

advised, that he lived with a Soviet woman during his stay

n -M™ ' ' -------in the USSR [from 1941 “1945^ This woman’s name wasj

He also advised that he had met TATIANA FIAKSEL about 1946 in

the Soviet Union. She later married a friend of his, . DANIEL

SHERICH also engaged in the fur business in New York. ^OLLA.NDErJ^)

did not admit being contacted by Soviet Intelligence but stated 

he had always suspected that TATIANA F. -SHERICH was working for *

Soviet Intelligence 4from the time that

B.Additional 'Significant .'.Data.... ..

he had first met

fon Cases Previously Reported^ ^^5

jj- JOHN DISCOS SMITH (ZHARI)]^^

This ease illustrates the inadequacy of the 

processing of. information obtained from NOSENKO during 

previous interviews. On June. 25, 1964, NOSENKO furnished

/ ■

information concerning;an American code clerk .who had defected- 

to the USSR and who was being handled by NIKOLAY SEMENOVICH

SEC
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KGB as reported by^SHAMROC^ during early 1967. NOSENKO's

information relating to “ZHARI6s” connection with India

suggested that he was identical with SMITH who was stationed

in India from 1955 to 1959 as a code clerk and communications

technician. He transferred to Vienna, Austria, in late 1959

but resigned from State Department in December, 1959. SMITH’S

whereabouts was unknown from May or early June, I960, until

October, 1967, when the Soviets publicized his defection and

reported he was in the USSR

NOSENKO was reinterviewed concerning this matter on

October 31, November 29, and December 6, 1967 (N-3, 47, 57),

and furnished basically the same information as previously

furnished. He was of the opinion that FCD had taken "ZHARI"

from India.and believed that he had first heard about him

in 1961; however, ARTEMEV was connected with him in 1962.

There is little doubt that inquiries in 1964 regarding

communications personnel stationed in India prior to 1961 would'

have discovered the JOHN DISCOE SMITH case three years before ■ 

the case was reported by
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for this agent was PAVEL FEDEROVICH PANKRATOV introduced

the agent to NOSENKO because NOSENKO was considering the 

possibility of using her against correspondent(KENNETH 

BRODNEY^^hfi' and PANKRATOV had a short meeting with her on 

the street and NOSENKO was introduced to her by PANKRATOV 

as his KGB colleague. She had been an agent for some time 

and used on a ’’neutral base,” (occasionally _wheh' there was \ 

a need on ..a particular target)PANKRATOV told NOSENKO it 

would be easy for her to agree to have “close relations” 

(intimate relations) vdth a foreigner and NOSENKO said he 
did not use her against |bRODNEyJ^iVlater saw her file when 

it was in’possession of KOVSHUK.

. NOSENKO said that he had met this agent with 

PANKRATOV in 1954 and it would have been before mid-1954 

when PANKRATOV was transferred from the 1st Department. On 

April 16, 1968, (N-181), NOSENKO said that KOVSHUK had the 

file on FIAKSEL in 1960 or 1961 but he did not know why 

KOVSHUK was holding the file and did not know if KOVSHUK had 

taken the file over from PANKRATOV in mid-1954. At the time

KOVSHUK had the file it was reported that she was coming back 

- to Russia (from the U. S.) ./W) WCct )
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NIKOLAI SKVORTSOV^ W

On June 29, 1968, (N-2O6), a photograph containing

the name of ALEKSANDR MIKHALYLOVICH CHECHEVITSYN was displayed 

to NOSENKO who identified the photograph as an old photograph 

of SKVORTSOV. It is noted that CHECHEVITSYN had accompanied

ALEKSEY NIKOLAYEVICH SOLOVYEV to Bangkok in' 1960 were SOLOVYEV 

was in contact with a/

recruitment of

j^his contact was the first step of an attempted 

| Iwc^went to Italy later in 1960. It is

noted also that NOSENKO advised that SKVORTSOV during 1960-61

was trying to get a visa to go to Italy

Recruitment approaches were made to[

Soviets in Italy in 1960 and in France in 1962. He was

prominently mentioned in information furnished by SHAMROCK

which undoubtedly emanated from JOHN DISCOE SMITH, who was

well known to

D. Significant Confirmatory Information U

'STRUKOV and

On June 29, 1968, (N-206), NOSENKO was shown a list ■
i -

of 165 Soviets who applied for visas to come to the United^J^y
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States in 1963 and 1964 under the sponsorship of the CoWcil- 

on Student Travel of the YMCA East-West Committee. NOSENKO 

selected the photography of VLADIMIR GRIGORYEVICH STRUKOV which - 

he said was familiar and he thought he was a young officer who 

"practiced" in SCD in 1962-63 after studying at the higher 

school of KGB. He also recognized the photograph and name of 

YURIY VLADIMIROVICH URYVAYEV as a senior case officer in Section 

4 of 7th Department. He then recalled that STRUKOV had been, 

afraid to come to the United States. He and URYVAYEV had been 

selected as security officers for the group, but URYVAYEV for 

■some reason did not receive a visa. STRUKOV became an officer 

in 2nd Section, 7th Department in 19634 )

After the interview of NOSENKO a recheck of FBI

records disclosed that STRUKOV did come to the United States '

but URYVAYEV did not. While this is not of major importance,.

it is considered.a significant .indication’that NOSENKO•s

knowledge of KGB was not derived, from KGB briefing but from

■ Richard oinald shaffe^^^.^

On March 5, 1968, (N-155), NOSENKO recognized the 

name |rt CHARD DONALD SHAFFEsZon a list of * American Embassy
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personnel. He described|SHAFFERj*as head of the Sergeants

at American House who was spying on the Russian agents in

American House and giving KGB trouble. The KGB, therefore,

used - some '’medicine” against him to make him leave. This

was done by placing the "medicine” in his bed. This caused

an Illness which the doctors did not: diagnose. NOSENKO

thought Moscow in 1960. The case officer vzorking

. against him was DEMKIN

FBI files indicate that/SHAFFER’si Army Attache

and security files' were previewed on May 6, 1963. They disclosed

that he arrived in Moscow May 8, 1958, and was assigned duties 
' . ■ ' ' ' ' k

as manager of American House. He was scheduled to leave Moscow 

May 7, I960, but got an extended tour for another year. However, 

he left April 10, 1961, before the year was up as he was suffering

from erysipelas with severe skin rash, swelling about the face

- ' ' rand a temperature. It was noted that [SHAFFER]had excellent 

efficiency ratings and had been commended for his assistance to? 

the exhibit manager of the American National Exhibition in Moseo

This also is considered as significant indication that

NOSENKO is furnishing information from personal knowledge and

not from KGB briefing.
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3. £RALPH and EVELYN YOUNGER]

Page 435 of the CIA paper describes the KGB operation

involving the captioned individuals who were arrested and 

recruited by KGB during 1961 while visiting the USSR.■ NOSENKO 

reported that his former subordinate, V. V. KOSOLAPOV, was .

directly involved in the case. After the {YOUNGER’ sjMeparture

from Moscovr they reported their arrest to U.S. authorities 

and furnished descriptions of the individuals Involved in 

their recruitment .

' On June 22, 1968, (N-205), the descriptions furnished

bfr^iu)
UNGERswerc discussed with NOSENKO. He suggested

that "VIKTOR" described by them would be KOSOLAPOV; the.

"General" described by them was probably SERGEY MIKHAYLOVICH 

FEDOSEYEV, and "OLA" was probably BOGDANOVA, a female officer 

of 1st Section. Wen shown photographs of one NINA BOGDANOVA 

and one ELENA BOGDANOVA, NOSENKO believed that NINA BOGDANOVA 

was identical with the female officer of the 1st Section, 1st

Department, who was involved in the YOUNGERygasa. He also

stated that VLADIMIR L’VOVICH ARTEMEV, an officer of the 1st

Department, was involved/w jU .
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Subsequently photographs of KOSOLAPOV, FEDOSEYEV, .

ARTEMEV, and thetwo BOGDANOVAs were displayed to the 
(jOUNGER^^^bade firm identifications of KOSOLAPOV, FEDOSEYEV,

and NINA BOGDANOVA as being involved in their case. They

were not certain that: 

^.T fTrip of

ARTEMEV was involved.

NOSENKO rs Mothe^^/^^X)

On May 15, 1968, (N-194), NOSENKO in conversation

mentioned that his mother had accompanied Madam KOSYGINA on a

trip to the Mediterranean and Western Europe in 1956, possibly

on the "Poebeda.'

An Italian, source reported to CIA-concerning the.

visit pf the “S. S. Pobeda” to Naples, Italy, on September 11-14*, 

1956. Included in the list of 400 passengers were KLAUDYA

KOSYGINA born in 1908, passport number 123494, issued August 27,

1956, and TAMARA NOSENKO, ^orn 1910, passport number 123495

COLLETTE SCHWARZENBAG

issued August 27, 1956

Pages 424 and 425 of the paper contain information

concerning the captioned individual.

she was working in Moscox^ she. fell - in 

and was the target of an unsuccessful

NOSENKO reported that while

love with a KGB agent

KGB recruitment a ttemp t.
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It was noted that she reported this recruitment approach

in January, 1959, and later furnished details of this attempt 

to a State Department security officer.

This case is undoubtedly identical with a case

previously reported by ANATOLIY GOLITZYN concerning an American

secretary who rebuffed a recruitment attempt. The two cases

had not been tied together prior to the current series of

interviews of NOSENK*

GABRIEL REINER

VLADIMIR DMITRYEVICH CHELNOKOVX

On November 18, 1967, (N-30), NOSENKO furnished a 

written memorandum in which he identified^GABRIEL REINE'rJJ^ 

as head of rCpsmos" Travel Bureaurwno dealt, with Intourist .

and visited Russia several times. He worked with his son,

both were suspected by KGB of having FBI connections.

In.1960 CHELNOKOV, who was Chief of the 7th Department, became

acquainted with.

he was in contact with

■r cover of Intourist. Thereafter

!ER wnen the latter was in Moscow.

REINERprad CHELNOKOV’s telephone•number and CHELNOKOV received •

a telephone call .from who. was abroad) on one occasion

when NOSENKO was in CHELNOKOV’s office
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On November 18, 1967, (N-31) , NOSENKO stated that

althoughhave considered CHELNOKOV to be an

Intourist official. NOSENKO believed was very

sly, "suspected” CHELNOKOV and used him to settle questions

which could not be settled through Intourist. He did not 

believe that|REINERprould know CHELNOKOV*s full name and

said'that CHELNOKOV had a "city number." NOSENKO had previously

explained that KGB officers frequently gave their contacts a

"city telephone number" rather than the telephone number of

their KGB office although the telephone would be.physically

located in the office of the KGB officer^^«4^ .

' -On July 3. 1968, (N-207), NOSENKO stated he did not 

know whether/REICHELNOKOV under his true name. On 

June 10, 1968, a photograph of CHELNOKOV was displayed to

(U).
REINER^hc failed to recognize it. However, he stated that he 

knew two Soviets named CHELNOKOV; one worked in the section.of 

Intourist that handled Intourist guides and appeared to hold 

the position of supervisor. The other was introduced to him 

in 1958 by an Intourist official SERGI M. GUSKOV, as "an 

important friend’/ who could helpfREINERLsecure an appropriated
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gift parcel license. The introduction took place in the

Intourist office in Moscow and subsequent meetings occurred 
in this office or atlREINER’J^Gbel. having

.telephoned CHELNOKOV on.several occasions from the U. S.

concerning specific situations involving issuance of tourist 

visas and related matters. ■ . ■

Eikgii. ksaftj^

■ ■ Pages 129-130 of the. CIA paper discuss the case

reported by NOSENKO involving KGB approach to /viRGIL KRAFT jTn 

. ' " ~ _«|U) . '

a clergyman from the Chicago area^ kOSENKO had reported that 

KRAFT1 was compromised on the .basis of intimacies with a Soviet " 

woman which were photographed -by the KGB. The recruitment 

approach toVKRAFTfwtf^aade by DUBAS, Chief of the 7 th Department, 

who extracted an. agreement frompCRAFTpiot to criticise the ,

Soviet Union. This approach was made in 1957 or 1958 and

■ DUBAS again contacted
r: ■ ■
.en he case to Moscow in 1963

Thereafter [KRAFT* spile was turned over to the FCD.

FBI Agents in November, 1964,

and confirmed that he had been approached and photographs of. him

and the Soviet female in compromising positions displayed to him;
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however, he denied intimacies with the Soviet woman or

agreement to collaborate with the KGBJv

During the interview[kRAFtJavailable a photo-

graph depicting him and the Soviet woman (NADEZHDA KOLESNIKOVA

or KOLESHNIKOVA or KALESHNIKOVA)e This

to NOSENKO on May 3, 1968, (N-188), who 

the photograph of^RAF'f^^dWAtated that

photograph was displayed

immedi ately recognized

he believed the woman

was the Soviet woman with whom he had been compromised. However,

he could not be absolutely sure because the hair style appeared 

to be different

NOSENKO stated that although DUBAS (KONST/WIN

NIKITOVICH DUBAS) was Chief of the 6th Department in 1962 or

1963 when .med to the USSR, he was invited to contact

■ [KRAFTp^^use he had previously talked to him. NOSENKO believed

that YURIY BELIKOV served as interpreter for DUBAS during the

first interview (1957 or 1958), but DUBAS was probably accompanied 
■X'

by somebody from the 6th Department in the 1962 or 1963 intervie

On July 15, 1968, photographs of DUBAS and BELIKOV

r-were displayed to [KRAFT ply FBI Agents. He immediately identified

the photograph of DUBAS as "the Chief” who had made the

approach to him. He said the photograph of BELIKOV resembled/^'

A
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